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Mayor Burke Revises State
Revenue Sharing Proposal

LXXXXI No. 31

10* Per Copy

""c""'es
Suspended On THIRTEEN INDICT-01S ARE
Local Market RETURNED BY GRAND JURY
0

Sales of dart fired tobacco
al and the mounting financial
been suspended on the
have
crisis of local governments.
until
Burke's original plan, intro- Murray Market
M°116.11 M
FRANKFORT, KY. (UPI) •
according to 011ie W. Barnett,
Faced with a dreary legislative duced as SB 123, and HB 170,
market.
local
the
for
reporter
would
have
the
state
return
a
outlook, Lotdsville Mayor Frank
Barnett said the sales were
Burke has revised sharply down- half-cent of the five cents on the suepended due to the poor weaward his proposed state revenue dollar sales tax revenue to local ther conditions in getting the
Members of the Murray Kiwsharing plan to get something governments for their use with- tnhereo to the market. The four 11.0. Wrather, Executive Viceanis Club visited and sang for
out
any
string
attached.
But
Buron the statute books during this
floors are still open to receive president of Murray State Univpatients at the Convalescent Divsession of the General Assem- ke and other officials have app- toiyacco.
ersity will be guest speaker at
ision of the Murray-Calloway Coarently realized this proposal
bly.
An average of $48.38 was re- the morning worship hour of
unty Hospital last night followThe ether evening late, dusk
Burke and a host of other stands little chance of success ported for the sales so far this Kiresey Methodist Church, Suning their regular meeting at the
had settled over the country- mayors and local officials from with the lawmakers being pre- season. This was for 2,98141111111
Thirteen indictments were ree
day, February 8.
Woman's Clubhouse.
aide, and all living creatures had throughout the state met Thurs- ssured from almost all quarters pounds for a total of $1,4*Ea
turned by the Grand Jury in the
Wrather is a native of CallaDarnall
led
Kiwanian
Josiah
already settled down for the day with the Senate Appropria- for more money.
current term of Calloway Circuit
248.43, according to Barnett. way Comity and has spent his
the group in various kinds of
eight except for those nocturnal tions and Revenue Committee. So Burke said it would be all
Court. They are as follows:
The weekly average was rb life in service to education as
songs. Some of the patients Pinbesets. The sun had long been They
Commonwealth of Kentucky vs.
discussed Burke's propos- right for starters if the legisla- ported at $48.52 for 1114.038 a high school principal, supered the men in well known songs. James Tyler, Grand Larceny
set and darkness had fallen. We
ture "in its wisdom" should pounds for a total volume of intendent of Calloway county schcommie
one
of
several
This
is
looked out the window towards
KRS 433.220.
enact a one-eighth cent revenue $394,993.92.
ools, and as an administrative
ally projects carried out by the
the bird feeder and there on
Commonwealth of Kentucky vs.
Barnett said the sales on °Mier of Murray State Universharing plan for the first year
year.
club during the
the ground we barely made out
Robert Perry, Knowingly receivof the next biennium beginning Thursday were for 115,530 po- sity. He is a graduate of Murray
President Tom Turner prethe tiny bit of fluff that was
July 1. It would go to one-fourth unds for $53,998.88 for an av- High School and a member of
ing stolen property KRS 433.290.
sided at the meeting.
still picking among the seeds.
Commonwealth of Kentucky vs.
cent in the second year and so- erage of $46.74.
Murthe
class
of
graduating
will
be
observed
What this little Junco was do-first
Ladies
Night
Sales will reopen on Monday
Terry Compton, Dwelling House
CO until the half-cent figure is
M.
0.
ray
Illfrellier
E.
G.
State
and
ing up at that time of the late
night
University.
Thursday
next
Rev. Heyward Roberts, pastor
at the Doran's, Farris, Growbreaking KRS 433.180.
For a number of years he servevening, well never know. His of the West Fork Baptist Church, attained.
Morehead, Kentucky artist who
and Planters Loose Lad
Commonwealth of Kentucky vs.
clock was evidently set later will show slides of his tour of "It ivould return a reasonable ers,
ed as Secretary .of the' Murray
specializes in painting buildings,
Paul Thorn, uttering a forgery
eli.
. and it would getthennears.
the rest a She herds-the Holy Lanif at the church On
be the speaker.
Skee
Association
and
!CRS 434.130.
established, Burke
and that indefinable seniethhill Sunday, February 7, at seven program
Director of -Public Relations. At
THREE CITED
Commonwealth of Kentucky vs.
sgik•
within him that WOuld kliln
tic
different Periods h"as eery
at the church.
!
i itan1).M.
nn
'
Washburn Chester and BreJean
- --t -The one-eights plan would re- Three persons were cited by pdu acting president
to fly intentbe
Univ-ofthe
ssms
The minister and his wife spent alise $5,35 million per year,
nda Davis alias Brenda Pace,
shelter for the eald
Police
Department
the
Murray
• had
ersity. He was for many years
the Holy
Forgery (2 counts) KRS 434.130.
Burke estimated, compared with on Thursday. They were for pu- SeCretary of the First District
not yet stirred within his two weeks towing
at Christmas. The public is inbreast
blic drunkenness, driving while Education Association and has
vited to attend.
(Continued on Page Eight)
(Continued On Page Ten)
A-two vehicle accident occurintoxicated, and speeding.
been honored in many ways by
The cruel cold had already
at
nn
on
50
In
3
:
Tkuradan
red
his
various organizations for
deepened, and a gusty wind had
contribution to his chosen field a perking lot on Olive Street, A special meeting will be held
intensified the brittle chill. We
according to the report filed by at the Martins Chapel United
of education.
looked out several times and
officers of the Methodist Church on Sunday,
the Chairman the investigating
He
is
presently
he was still at work, pecking
Murray Police Department. No February 7, at two p.m.
County
Easter
of
the
Calloway
among the seeds that we felt
iniuries were reported.
Seal Campaign and has served
he could not even see. Re was
Vehicles involved were a 1965
In many comdiunity services he Chevrolet pickup driven by Roy Special guests will be Rev.
not there the- next morning so
Taylor and singers from the
Red
Cross,
Director
of
eluding
his clock must have finally
Wyatt, Jr. of 735 Nash Drive.
Chamber of Commerce, andCha- and a 196; Plymouth two ded Chestnut Grove A.M.E. Church.
By GLEN CARPENTER
as candidates for offices of se- It would go into,
struck the proper hour,for him.
effect JUL ap imam of Disaster Relief in the
Everyone is invited to attend,
FRANKFORT, Ky. MPS — La- cond class cities to file elec- 1971.
Row he found his way to his
hardtop driven by Stephen An.
long timeteather thony Tharpe of 217 Spruce according tUtdiurch spokescounty.
He
is
a
night's shelter is just one of gimlation which would amend tion finance reports of expenses
SB 145- to allow notary pubman.
of the Friendship Sunday School Street.
several sections of the present and contributions. It would eli- lics to charge no more
the small mysteries of life.
than
election finance law and sup- minate the need for naming a fifty cents for
Class in Murray First MPthodist Police said Wyatt, parked in
notorizing
allure
Chard where he has been active parking lot, headed south, told
We could not help but reflect posedly dose some of its loop- campaign depository bank and tee voting ballots.
The annual one-day Bald Eagle
hi all phases of church interest. them a car had stopped to let
on the great maze of mysteries holes was approved by the state deputy campaign treasurers.
count in Land Between the Lakes
Senate
Thursday
despite
This
was
all
the
obfine,
but
Fort
He is married to the former him out when Tharpe peewit
contained within this world. In
will be held on February 21,
to Grogan ot New Concord. ana•idtt Into hinenTlesepe said
aim entire universe, with all its aections of one member who Mitchell Repubhcan Donald L. SB 132 - Permit membersDr, dell T. Peterson, of Murray
Jarmo.' 14 a '4aaalalara tiger." Jotinson sale
the provision
Aasernallt They have one daughter, Mrs. he saw a car parked in the
thy (lancrai
State University, announced toand senators
who have
served
which
would
not
require
a
oneThe bill, a product of the
nentionsed On Page Ten)
day. For the tenth year observers
but one-half of their terms to Clarles Hoke now living in Mur- street and proceeded to pass
Legislative Research Commis- man "committee" to file a re- pre-file bills with the LRC.
ray and a grand-daughter, Anne on and hit the Wyatt truck,
will conduct a census of the Bald
port
would
"gut
the
legislasion staff and interim commit
Marie Hoke. Mr. Wrather is according to the police report.
and Golden Eagles that winter in
tee system, would close on pres- tion."
'Much
in
demand
as-an
excellent
Damage
to
the
Wyatt
truck
this area.
SB 10 - Endorses the posient loopholes. It would require
a was on the left front fender
The Merchants Credit AssocBald Eagles are found in winter
The bill would allow a candi- tion of the Kentucky delegation and interesting speaker and
purchasers
identification
of
the
expected
hear and to the Tharpe car on the iation will meet on each fourth in many parts of Kentucky, but
to the U. C. Congress in sup- L
date
arge
inem
na
to
name
d
...
is
himself
as
his
of over $50) in fund-raising
right front fender.
Thursday at 7:00 p.m. at the they are found in the greatest
Porting continuation of federal "11""` n"'neY*
tickets to be identified in re- treasurer, for instance, but yet price supports
for burley toSouthside Restaurant, according numbers along the shores of Kenhave
a
one-man
campaign
manports to the Kentucky Election
to officials of the association. tucky Lake and Barkley Lake,
Ininuace niegistry in Louisville. ager, or "committee," wile-Would not have to file a report
The asenciation now has 82 The local census is part of the
"It would prevent large anonJohnson's blast against the
of his campaign expenses or
members with new members bei- Mississippi Valley Midwinter
ymous contributors in campaigs
election finance bill wasn't the
ng added each week. '
Bald Eagle Study, directed In
fund-raising dinners," said Sen. contributions blade to him for 3nly one during the two hour
his candidate.
Officers have been named foe Elton Fawks of Moline, Illinois.
Hubbard.
D-Mayfield,
The Fulton County Board of Carroll
session.
leader
Minority
floor
But Johnson's objections were
the group which was formed to "This large cooperative pro"nducation failed to take any imm- one oil the bill's co-sponsors.
lost in a 31-2 vote in favor of Wendell Van Moose, R-Tutor
push slow paying accounts and to gram gives us the best iedex
The bill was amended on the
ediate action last night after
the legislation. The measure Key, spoke IS opposition to a
hold to a minimum delinquent we have to Le Bald Eagle popbeing presented with a list of floor to allow not only the reg- now goes to the House.
bill which would give the GeeJohn Will Wingo, warden o tion in the country, went on to accounts.
ulation of the continental Meted
istry,
but
also
a
candidate
to
demands by a group of more
Other bills passed Thursday: any Assembly a copy of state the Kentucky State Penitentiary say:
Association officials said that States," Dr. Peterson stated.
than 50 black students and par- file suit to void an election.
SB 115 - Would bring the agency budget requests by Nov at Eddyville, brought his plea ''We as correctional people plans are underway to expand In 1969, observers reported a
The bill had originally permitents.
state into line with the federal 15 preceding each session of (Or fewer and better jails and and you as the general public the operation with the hopes of total of 806 Bald Eagles in the
The demands called for im- ted any registered voter to take Monday Holiday Act by causing state agency budget requests eocrectional institutions to Mur- should not be satisfied until
establishing a small claims court area of the study.
such action, but the Senate felt
we have the kind of jails, penimediate action in solving the
Washington's Birtallay, Memori- by Nov. 15 preceding each ses- ray yesterday.
this was too broad.
or some similar judicial body.
Because observers have covsion
of
the
hitetere,
members
of
correctional
Mita
Speaking
tentiaries
or
legislature.
alleged racial discrimination pral Day, Columbus Day and VetOther provisions of the bill
Association officials pointed ered the LBL more thoroughly
the Murray 'Rotary Club and tion that you wouldn't feel too
oblems at Fulton County High would require judges
eran's
Day
to
fall
on
Mondays.
as well
out that when a person makes a In recent years, the annual count
School. Some 22 students, both
The measure is aimed at their guests, Wingo also struck badly about if your eon had to purchase and charges it, the pur- figures have gone up. This fact
blacks and whites, were either
strengthening the hand of the at public apathy toward local spend a night in it."
chase is being made based an can be misinterpreted as evidentemporarily expelled or suspendGeneral Assembly in budgetary jail conditions, suggesting that In previous speaking engage- tie premise that it will be paid ce that Bald Eagles are
on the
club,
perhaps
you
"as
a
service
ments
in
West
Kentucky,
Wingo
ed recently for violating the schmatters since it would get a
for by -the tenth of the month Increase. "The truth," Dr. Petool's rule prohibiting mustaches
copy of the requests along with should take,a close look at your has repeatedly advocated the following the purchase.
When the erson said, "is just the opposite.
establishment of district or reor beards.
the department of finance and local tail facilities."
purchaser fails to uphold his end We simply have not yet begun to
"I don't know what kind of gional ante
All but seven of the group,
the governor's office.
These, he said, would be cep. of the bargain, than the seller feel the effects of the drastic
Van Hoose termed the move a jail you have in Murray
all blacks, have returned to schor in the county systene" he tral institutions staffed and Is placed in a difficult positic breedinglailures of recent yean
"encroachment" on the ex- said, "but if it is
ool after complying with the antianything like equipped to provide detention financially, they said.
ars. In all likelihood the Bald
ecutive branch, but he couldn't
mustache, anti-beard regulation.
the many I have seen, I have an and coreectional facilities nec- The association officials indic- Eagle in the continental United
By CHARLES PENTECOST Monday for action early next control
his own party as six idea you might find it pretty
Neal Little, chairman of the
essary to serve an area encom- ated they are well pleased with States ought to be regarded as a
FRANKFORT, Ky.
- The
if passed as expected to- Republicans deserted the rarii•
school board, said a special me- Democreite substitute budget, we
dirty or in a rundown condi- passing several counties and the operation thus far and see in doomed species instead of an
eting of the board would be called which would reallocate Sr mil- day. The budget measure was to join de Democrats in a 30- tion."
would replace the present, cost- It a mood measure of relief for endangered one, We ought to be
posted fourth on the HOuse's 4 vote approving the measure.
soon to consider the demands lion of Gov. Louie B. Nunn's
Wingo, a native of the Cuba ly system of one or two jails the retail merchants.
concerned for this bird not 'just
orders
of
the
day.
_
until
The
Senate
adjourned
presented by the blacks tonight. $3.1 billion bleineel- budget, wea
section of Graves County and in a county._
At this time the membership because it is our national symThe lower chamber, eibichn 10 a. m. today.
The Black Student-Parent Co- expected to pass easily today in
one
of
the
foremost
authorities
"Several
states, namely North includes professional people, re- bol but because its future is tied
passed one bill regulating cremmittee's demands were divided the state House of Represent- dit unions
on penal institution administra- Carolina, Virginia, California tail merchants and craftsmen. to problems of the
and adopted one resdeteriorating
Into two categories, discipline atives.
and Texas, already are going The association is still open for biosphere in which we humans
olution Thursday reconvenes at
and representation.
The budget bill, reported out 12 noon (EST).
Temple Hill Ledge
membership.
too must live,"
(Continued On Page Ten,
of the House Appropriations The substitute budget, first
and Revenue Committee Tues- announced last Monday, calls Temple Hill Lodge of Free and
day, could go to the Senate for, among other reallocations Accepted Masons will meet on
$16.6 million worth of salary in- Saturday February 7 in a stated
creases for public school teach. meeting at 7:00 p.m. Work will
United Jr... latareatlosal
en, $5 million for thenUeiver be done in the Fellowcraft
say of Louisville and $2 million gree. All members are urged to
West Kentucky: Mostly clouhe present and visitors are weldy today, tonight and Saturday
(Continued On Page Ten)
come.
with a few periods of light rain
Dr drizzle. Slight warming toThe home of Terry Turner
Fr. SILL, Olda. (AHTNC) Ably and Saturday. High today
Robert W. Diers, 23, son 'of Mr.
In the upper 40s to the middle at 1301 Peggy Ann Drive was
Thursday
and Mrs. Lorenz H. Diers, 791
50s, low tonight in the middle damaged by fire on
North Road, Fenton, Mich., was
30s to low 40s, high Saturday at 3:10 p. m., according to the
commissioned a second lieutenIn the low to middle 50s. Wind records of the Murray Fire Deant upon graduation from the
poutherly 10 to 15 miles per partment.
Roderick Reed, a freshman
Chief Flavil Robertson said English student at Murray High
Officer Candidate School at the
hour today, lowering to less
U. S. Army Field Artillery Centhan 6 miles per hour tonight the fire started in a trash can School, received a certificate of
ter, Ft. Sill, Okla., Jan. 9.
Probability of rain 50 per cent in the bath room and smoke commendatiep for his outstandGunnery was the primary
today, 30 per cent Saturday. damage was reported mainly to ing essae In the 1969 Soil Consubject taught during the 23Saturday night and Sunday, bath, hallway, and back- bed- servation Essay Caintest.
week course, designed to preshowers endnenend turning room.
Last night at 9:43 p. m. the Roderick is a stuN4
dent of Mrs.
lim,* mess- for dfficetpduties in
colder.
firemen were called to the Robert Brawn. He is on the
artillery unite He was also
trained in artillery survey and
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 354.8, home of Dr. Conrad H. - Jones, staff of the "School newspaper,
transport, communications, map
The Black and Gold.
Up 0.1; below dam, 312.4, up 1.3, 1314 Wells Boulevard.
Chief Robertson said a belt
and aerial-photo reading, elecno eates open.
of
publisher
.Bingham,
Barry
tronics, counterinsurgency agil
Barklee Lake, 7 a.m. 354.6, up on the furnace was the eaten The Courier - Journal and Louisleadership.
0.4; below dam 321.8, up 0.9. of the smell of smoke in the
better prison rehabilitation programs and fad titles and sewer and Better teem jabs Isere Ins
house No damage was report- ville Times sent theicertificate
His wife, the former. Deborah
Sunrise 6:55; sunset 5:27.
correctional needs urged yesterday by;lohn
Wimp, warden of the State Penitentiary at
which was presteteffto Roderick
had
frozen
the
belt
that
ed
to
Dibble,
lives
with
her
parents,
'Moon sets 6:04 o.m.
las. ;hem misnetanywitiF!_thenellergag...ffetarinfaish.-Olisseanshannnaraa.fames _Hate
to the motor of the furnace and in assembly Wednesday morning
byjaziodeal Eli Alexander
-late;a leitietihientales
—
Rebate Venalatre • - - -321:1
isaUTThe
:
eimumememmgmneeignegee then got hot when it
WardenSlia:lasile-irres
— least7
Vereen 51WWW.
By Glen Carpenter

Wrather
Church Speaker

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Kiwanis Club Sings
For Hospital Patients

Petit Jury
To Return
February 11

Rev. Heyward Roberts
To Skew Slides Sunday

Accident Is Reperte
Here ell Thersdarls_
Persons Are Injured ilarties thiper Mans
Fir Special Program

Election Finance Law Amendments
Approved By State Senate Thursday

Annual Eagle
Count-let ON
February 21

Association Well
Pleased With Its
Operation Thus Far

Demands
Presented To
Fulton Board

John Will Wingo Warden At
Eddyville, Speaks To Rotary

Democratic Substitute Budget
Expected to Pass)House Easily

Robert Diers
Commissioned
2nd Lieutenant

RATHER REPORT

Turner House
Damaged,Fire

Roderick Reed Is Awarded Honor

Win

11
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Jimmy Durante, Lennon Sisters, COMMISSIONER'S Bible Thoughtfor Today
SALE
National Geographic Special
All On Weekly Televison

The Lord is my strength and my shield; my heart trusted in
him, and I am helped.-Psalm 28:7

Answering Insurance
Questions health?"

NOTICE OF SALE
THE C0.1010NWEALTH OF
The person who tries to face life without a secret source of
on NBC's "Ironside." Ironside's KENTUCXY, Calloway Circuit strength is soon bankrupt-spiritually, morally, and emotionally
By JACK GAYER
vacation is changed into per- Court, Bilint of Murray Plane..
"Are You now in good
read the question on Harold's apdanger when he uncovers tiff,
sonal
NEW YORK (UPI) - After
VERSUS
plication for life insurance. As it
plot of an island group to
the
tyrants Williams Hall Delona cold in a three-week vacation, "Jimmy aid an enemy power.
have
did
he
happened.
Entered Daily at the Post Office, Murray. Kentucky, for
the head. Nonetheless, he VirOtt Durante presents the Lennon
Kenny Rogers and the First dant.
transmission as Second Class Matter
Sisters" returns to ABC-TV SatBy virtue of a judgment and
"YES."
appear on "This is Tom
Edition
Unhappily. Harold's cold devel- urday, completing that netof sale of the Calloway
order
ESUBSCIPTION RAT: By Carrier in Murray, per week seg, per
Jones" for ABC,
Court rendered at the
Circuit
Mouth elan In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year. $5.50; oped into pneumonia, which final- work's realignment of evening
CBS screens the first half of
Could his widow programs.
February 2 Term thereof 1970,
2s0C166 1 & 2, $13.00: Irlsewhere $16.00. All service subscriptions $um. ly took his life.
Come To
starring
"Hatari,"
movie
collect the insurance? In a court
NBC has live coverage of the
in the above cause, for the
"The Ometandian cede Asset si a Cesuanatty is the
hearing, the insurance company world ski championships on John Wayne and Red Buttons. sum of Eighteen Thousand OnePRIDAY
Integrity el Its Newspaper"
said the policy was invalid because Sunday and Saturday, on "Ice
Hundred Fifty-One and 47/100
Harold had told a lie by answering Capades" special Wednete NBC preempts "The High (118,151.47) Dollars, and its cost
"YES" on his application form.
Chaparral" for a one-hour docu- therein I shall proceed to offer
FRIDAY - FEBRUARY 6, 1970
day and a special Friday about
But the court ruled in the widow's
mentary special, "Survival on for sale at the Court House
and Try Our
the American prairie country,
Prairie," a study of the door in the Murray, Kentucky,
the
••••=ellnentenenneseleneeneenel favor. The judire said a person
CBS
has
another
of
its
LAKE CATFISH
"PlayKY.
FRESH
good
*
"in
..dered
her
:ould fairly
plains country in mid-America, to the highest bidder, at public
COUNTRY HAMS AND STEAKS
health" even with a minor ailment house" drama specials and a past, present and future.
*
Febday
of
the
23rd
on
auction
National Geographic special,
like a head cold.
(Call For Reservations)
Private Dining Room
NBC's "The Name of the ruary 1970, at 1:00 O'clock p.
7.;
Highlights for Feb. 8-14:
Game" has Jose Ferrer, Wil- ea., or thereabout, upon a credit
7 Days a Week
p.m.
to
10
a.m.
6
SUNDAY
CHICAGO (UPI): Albert Layton was operating
liam.Shatner, Bethel Leslie and of six months, the follmeing
GALLIMORE
CBS
C.
has
a
J
morning
program
a 30-ton belldorrer in a northwest suburban area
David Carradine as guest play- described property, to-wit:
titled, "Concern, Confrontatior
yesterday.
of
land
In
Twenty
(20)
acres
and Crisis," a look at probiems ers.
Layton, on his first day back at work after a
CBS completes the showing the SE Qr. of S. 14, Ti, IL3
of the National Council Of
long illness, leaned back to adjust the canopy over
East, beginning at the N. W.
"HatarL"
of
his seat and accidentally pushed the lever which
Churches.
corner of said Qr., thence east
Style"
"Love,
Amerleaa
throws the machine into reverse.
NBC's "Meet the Pross"iir
FIRST ANNUAL
ABC stars Karen Valentine, with Qr. Section line 32 poles,
host to three of President EftTHE DOZER lurched backward, throwing LayBridget Hanley, Jo Anne Wor- thence south parallel with
mes top economic adviserston into the control panel, where he accidentally
Orson Bean and Don Grady Qr. Section line 100 poles,
Secretary of the Treasury David ley,
thence west 32 poles to Qr.
knocked the throttle wide open. It then threw him
stories,
In
three
M. Kennedy; Paul W. McCrackto the ground.
Section line, thence north
'SATURDAY
en, chairman of the Council of
The bulldozer careened backward across heavily
More live coverage of world with Qr. Section line 100
traveled Golf road as motorists swerved and
Economic Advisers, and Robert
poles to the point of beginskiing competition at Vat Gar- ning. Also beginning at the
jammed on their brakes. It continued over an open
Filling in application forms for Mayo, director of the Bureau Of dean, Italy on NBC.
field until it reached the Northwest Tollway.
.E. corner of the SW Qr.
-insurance may often raise Budget.
MurrinViteedrIty--"CBS Golf Classic"
There it Ynocked down a fenceTffunbed an eine
of S. 14, Ti, R.3, East, then.doubts about the meaning of On CBS some leading Demomatch pitting Doug sie south with Qr. Section line
first-round
bankment, ripped through a guard rail, traversed -words. Generally speaking, the law crats will take 45 minutes to
against 140 poles to Jonathan Creek,
all four lanes of She interstate highway, broke open
allows an applicant to interpret present their whams about the Sanders and Tom Shaw
culvert
aq entered anothe
4,.euncr$a
-the-wee-awn serdinerr,rnational situation followed by a ,Sam Snead and Gar
westwardly with said
meek to the intersection of
reasonably intelligent persdn would summary and '
AT THE EDGE of the field it reduced the-front
analysis of the insole
Art Carney, Milton Berle, Bob said creek with the west line
interpret it.
half of a parked late-model car to twisted metal
comments bi CBS corresponMelvin, Marsh and Adams and of said section; which point
(CST)--- Howevefe--thar -noes not mean dents. and -headed-for-au epartnientblding
•
the law will condone dishonesty. NBC =rise live via Satellite Sonny sands help Jackie Glea- is 2 poles north of the S.- W.
Pieces of the car, however, had lodged on the
. .•,JOHN RANDEES
AUCTIONEER:
One applicant, asked whether he
son in a variety hour on CBS, corner of said Sectioh 14,
blade, slowing it and allowing a-construction worker
Gardena, Italy, openhad ever had liver trouble, said no from
to hop aboard and halt the runaway machine.
Andy Williams has Mik
thence north with section line,
-even though he had indeed suf- ing ceremonies and men's sla- Douglas, Dusty Springfield and about 138 poles to the N. W.
Layton lamented, "I should have stayed home
lom
competition
of
the
Federafered at one time from that ailIn bed a little longer."
Puckett ,and the Union corner of the SW Qr. of said
• 15 POLLED HEREFORD BULLS
international Ski 1970 Gary
ment. When the truth came out tion
section thence east 180 poles
Gap on his NBC hour.
• 13 HORNED HEREFORD BULLS
after his death, the insurance com- championships.
.;:e2eXenegeenegaceeedeetneteneleteeePil
Jimmy Durante and the Leo- to the point of beginning,
• 19 POLLED HEREFORD FEMALES
pany refused to pay off. The wid- Play on concluding holes of
after a va,- containing 15214 acres more
the Bob Hope golf tourney in non Sisters return
ow, going to court, argued:
• 25 HORNED HEREFORD FEMALES
ABC spot for- or less. Being the entire
eanannneeekkieSeeneeeeeesee
"Of COUnt my husband knew Palm Desert, Calif., will be on cation to fill the
merly held by the cancelled quarter section except that
Top Cattle from the Better Herds in
he had liver trouble, but he lee- NBC.
part conveyed in a deed from
West Tennessee and West Kentucky
lieved it had all cleared up. So he "The Return of the Sea Ele- "Hollywood Palace" series.
John A. Ross to Thomas M.
didn't think he bad to mention it." phants," latest item in the
Ross dated Nov. 1st, 1898,
Unconvince442thc..irt rejected Jacques Cousteau series, is Oct
and recorded in deed Book
COCOA BEACH. FLA. (UPI): A space agency
her claim, because this was not a ABC,
9, page 633, Calloway County'
engineer revealed today debris from the first stage
case of doubtful language 'but of
Ed Sullivan's guests on CBS
Court Clerk's office. Also beof the Apollo-11 Rocket last July nearly hit a Geroutright deception. The judge said
ginning at the N. E. corner
man ship in the Atlantic.
that since the insurance company Include Connie Stevens, Richard
,
,
of the SE Qr. of S. 13, Ti,
Adolf H. Knothe said in a paper presented at a
was taking the risk of insuring the Pryor Erroll Garner, Chet At.
Floyd Cramer and Boots By United Press International
R.5, east, thence south about
0208'_
meeting of the American Institute of Aeronautics
man's life, it was entitkd to know kins,'
158 poles with section line C
rInnneva
lelnruloo
,:
and Astronauts that the German vessel Vegesach
all the relevant facts-and liken Randolph.
The ABC Sunday night movie Today is Friday, Feb. 6, the to the point of intersection
happened to be at a position 375 mikes east northdraw us own conclusions.
Miff RICAN I NTERNATIONWssrs
of said section line with Jon'east of tape Kennedy July 16 when Apollo 11
:" blot even a.4a.lifying phrase like is "The Night of the Grizzly," 37th day of 1970 Witli 328
amen Cm*, thence west- tifestetrfortletepet the first man on the, _mpon.
:-to the best of my knowledge" can starring Clint Walker and Wow.
.
A teletype message received front the Vegesack
take the taint out of a wrong an- Martha Hirer.
The moon is in its last wardly with the meanders of
toad creek 30 poles, thence
stated that numerous pieces of stage 1 of Apollo-11
swer, if the evidence shows that
MONDAY
quarter:
the person must surely have known
COLOR s Nom AD
were sighted dropping into the sea around the
On ABC's "It takes a Thief,"
The morning stars are north about 180 poles to Qr.
Section line, thence east withvessel.'
better.
a deraned colonel plans to turn Mercury a* Jupiter.
Knothe said previous statistical studies had
In short, in case of doubt, an
said quarter section line 30
CSRISIOPIIIGEORGE
into a genuine nuThe evening stars are Venus,
shown that the chances of such a thing happening
applicant will find it safer to tell an exercise
poles to the point of begin- D00000D0033000000000 OCL 300000000000001
attack.
bomber
Mars
clear-armed
and
Saturn.
I
• were so low that officials decided there was no need
more than to tell less. Otherwise.
ning containing 30 term more
P-L -U -S
he may be leaving his family not "Gunsmoke" on CBS offers On this day in history:
to warn shipping of the potential hazards of spent
or less.
AIIMINEMNOO.UL 11,1.. It lit Hug AB,000000:
"Albert," in which a bank teller
In 1778 Massachusetts ratified
insurance but only a lawsuit.
rockets falling into the sea. In the future warnings
000000c
5666666
impulsively
the
Constitution.
robbery
but
foRs
a
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will be given he said.
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York,
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NBC's movie is "The Satan
In 1943 Gen, Dwight D. Thirty-eight acres more or D00009
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Bug," starting George Maharis Eisenhower was named com- less, and being all that por- )000000
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090000(
and Richard Basehart.
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tionary Force in North Africa, lies south of the State High- 3
000
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00 0
000000(
CBS preempts "Lancer" for
off
the
Cuba
shut
way
In 1964
No. 121, of the following
000000(
"Wild River," another National water supply at the U.S. naval described property viz: "Forty acres of land off of the
Geographic Society special. It is base of Guantanamo.
But in that case, of course, the early
a study of a couple of the counIn 1967 Cassius Clay beat north end of the west half
From The Kentucky Pest
• 0i
)00(
starting Kentucky firms operating on a
try's remote unpolluted rivers Ernie Terrell to keep his of the S. W. Qr. of S. 21, Ti,
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The new "Movie of the Week"
A thought for the day: Henry misaion for a highway across
their local neighbors who stick to regulished Daylight Saving Time program,
ace
)00'
,
what would be called the
')00000000000
ABC
is
on
"The
Chala
.:
)ogecoo
fare
larly
scheduled
hours.
which for the warm-weather half of each
>000000000calenge." Darren McGavin, Brod- Clay said, "If you wish to avoid north side of this farm, the
Our athletic teams playing Ohio or
00000000
)00000000r'
year moves docks ahead one hour to
)000000°'
erick Crawford, Mako and foreign collision, you had better survey being recorded In the
Indiana rivals would either eat in midplat of said highway and the
provide more evening daylight.
I
James Whitmore star. in this abandon the ocean.!!
afternoon, or be playing on full stompart herein conveyed being
story of an impending nuclear
that portion of said lands lyconfrontation facing the 1.1. S. in
But strong emotional aals are being south of said State Highdinner'
on
the
moments
after
aches
just
Asia.
legislators
now
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ing made to
way No. 121.
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Carol Lawrence is guest star
family schedule.
to revert to year-around Standard Time,
on Red Skeltmes CBS hour.
which for six months annually would
Youngsters dating in Kentucky, but
For mum of title see Deed
"CBS Plajtheouse" presents
leave the commonwealth out of step with
with the Cincinnati sweetie having a
Book 88, page 273, in the
Sunday,"
a
.21The
Day
Before
surrounding
state.
every
midnight deadline, would have to head ,
Robert
video
drama
by
new
office of the Clerk of the
It would put Kentucky in a backward,
back across the bridge in the very shank
Green starring Uta Hagen,
Calloway County Court,
hick sort of relationship with our neighof our evening.
Marty Balsam, Farley Granger
bors in work and bus and train and plane
Economically and socially, It would
THE ABOVE DESCRIBED
and Cloris Leachman. A guc.
schedules if we reject DST.
be chaos for Kentucky law to oblige us
PROPERTIES WILL BE SOLD
cessful business spinster of 4
to be behind our neighbors' time .
,..elePARATELY.
Is suddenly confronted with perThe thousands of NorthernKentuckthe nation's time.
sonal problems that shaker her
ians who work across the river would
• • •
For the purchase price, the
conftdence.
have to get up an hour earlier (Kentucky
purchaser must execute bond,
As for farm folks' arguments otherslow time) to get to Cincinnati jobs on
with approval securities, bearwise, we do believe the cows and the
schedule (Ohio fast rime).
WEDNESDAY
ing legal interest from the day
chickens
would
be
less
affected
by
DST
The famlly's automatic alarm clock
of sale, until paid, and having
On NBC's "The Virginian"
of
people
whose
lives
thanthe
thousands
that would get Dad up on time for his
the force and effect of a judgJoseph Cotten is a judge and
would be so complicated by sloe time.
job at P&G, would be waking the rest
ment. Bidders will be prepared
congressional candidate who Is
the
mothers
and
their
And
as
for
hour
family
an
early
And don't
of the
to comply promptly with these
captured by a faintly seeking
not
to
have
chit--emotional
appeal
their
forget. Morn would have to rise for breakterms. (Purchaser being given
revenge for the death of the
dren boarding school buses in the dark
fast on the early schedule, but bedtime
the right and privilege to pay
father.
. j.• in most Instances it's not all that
cash and accrued interest at
would have to be geared somehow to
Singers Lynn Anderson and daft, in Most instances the kids gather n
any time before the six (8) monconsider those in the family whose day
George Jones are guests on the
groups, and in many instances the same
ths expire).
is lived on slow time.
CBS "Flee Haw" hour.
•
•
•
concern isn't shown about the same kids
Frank L. Ryan
"Highlights of Ice Capades of
Master Commissioner,
being:out after the p.m. darkness de1970" preempts "Music Hall"
Calloway Circuit Court
scends.
on NBC, Lorne Greene and
Feb.413-20
Shoppers would find Cincinnati stores
Knowing our problem. Kenton-Campanger Bobbie Gentry are guests
bell legislators oppose reversion to year.
closing (Mist days) at 4 30 Kentucky
In this display of major numtime, hardly enough time to take the
around Standard Time. But it wouldn't
bers of the ice show.
youngsters over there after Kentucky.
hurt a bit to make known by mail or
Martin Sheen is guest star in
DEVICE DETONATED
telegram -the desire for DST to House
tune *school hours.
the 'CBS "M edical Center' DOPE INACCURATE
This
difBluegrass
on
a
put
the
would
and
Senate
leadership.
_It
drama, playing a young minis- prin. motorcycle shop oWnet
YUCCA FLAT, Nev. (UPI)
In the House, it is Speaker Julian M.
ferent radio and TV time schedule from
ter whose heart condition jeop- Stiehael.,Papraksir, 2A.
A nuclear device with energy
hear
Carroll, Majority Leader W. Terry Mc'
the points of program origin. We'd
ardizes his chances-of.maintain- wilt. BOttgit, Kt*, 26. aloitg equivalent of from 20,000 to
Brayerand Minority Leader' William H
the noon news, for instance, at good old
big a foundation for parolees, , with three other men are ac- 200,000 tons, of TNT. was
DeMarcus.
II a.m. Standard Time all summer lone.
Joel Grey, Lena Hope,TrishaF ,used in Furl Wo!rth. Tg`s., in detonated at the bottom of a
would
shows
evening
In
the
Senate. it is Lt. Gov. Wendell
and prime-time
Noble and the Vanity Fair ap- the murdei of two Mexican little foot shaft Wednesday at
H. Ford, Majority Leader Water (Dee)
conseson while we're still at the dinner
pear undhe Engelbert Humper- 'tarn a nil thu st-yea r-old- son the Nevada' test site. The lowHuddleston and Minority Leader Wentable.
dinck show for -ABC.
one of them over the at- intermediate. yield test wis the
Features at 1:30, 3:44, 7:24 end 9:45
dell Van Noose
THURSDAY
Northern Kentucky - based Concerns
1,-ge41 sale iir„baii peroin by-- third announeed blast this yea.
'Cindeliveries
in
Is
And
there'also
is Gov Louie B Nunn
....sash major sales and
Don Rickles and Julie Budd the Mexil ;ins, The 00141 waN
The Atomic Emmy CommisReserved Performance Tickets Available for 7:30 Feature
with veto power.
cinnati would have to move their meek
are guests on The Jim Nabors 1011441 by,.114,4.
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•
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By MILTON RICH)
UPI Sports Write

NEW YORK (UPI)stop and think a mint
would you feel?
The Boston Celtics
same way.
They can describe h
feel about the way they
going in one word. It's
professional athletes ut
Especially when there
women around.
John Havlicek,
wheelhorse now, isn't
rough language, So
speaks about how he
rest of the Celtics fe
being in next-to-last pl
only an outside pie
making the playoffs he
much more refined worc
Team Is Frustrat
"Frustrated," says J
licek, who has played c
Boston's world champi
and grown rather used
"It's frustrating, but
thing you can do to
your sanity is play yt
and try to contribute Ii
way that you're going
some of the younger
ers."
There was a time,
long ago either, the Ce
so often they made pee
Not Boston people

Sunday they m
Auerbach sick. The
former
coach and
general manager sa

,

72 Lots - Horned & Polled

i

Spori

-Nan

Kentucky Can't Afford
To Be 'Out Of Time'

ou never -1000000000
met
a pair like -,-)9,8000
)0000,
Butch and The
g8cc-

--gegrei Ha
IN Three Str(
Lead In 114

PALM SPRINGS
(UPI)- Larry Ziegler Ii
the best golf of his c
the $125,000 Bob Hope
Classic, and there art
who think it's good et
take him all the way,
At the start of 0
round today he was 12132, and three big
ahead of Brace Devlin,
a 67 at La Queue and
Indian Wells,
They use four course
Hope Classic with the :
playing a round on eac
the cut is made to tie
and ties for the fine
First prize money is$25
Today, Ziegler le
Eldorado, then goes to
da Dunes. Neither is
easy but can be haw
way Ziegler is playins
:also plays Eldorado tod
At 137, two more
behind Devlin and see
par, are Moon Mull
shot a course rec
Thursday at La Quinta
Trevino. who had a ft
6'7 at Eldorado.
Wayne Vollmer, thi
Canadian who went to
State, shot a 69 at Indi
and Dim Wiechers bagi
at ElDorado to stand It
138, six strokes behind
and six strokes under
Murphy, Dot
Bob
Bobby Greenwood, Arts
mer and Chi Chi Rodri
tied at 139, and at
defending champion Bil
er are Gay Brewei
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Sports Parade

ly

take another 123-105 belting by
San
Francisco
and
fined
everybody but cornerman Tom
Sanders and reserve guard Em
NEW YORK (UPI).-Now
stop and think a minute. How Bryant 100 smackers apiece.
ree Of
'
"
Sanders got off because he was
would you feel?
NW- S.4
The Boston Celtics feel the hurt during the game and
Bryant because he played only
same way.
They can describe how they a few minutes.
The Celtics responded by
feel about the way they've been
going in one word. It's a word beating Chicago Tuesday night
professional athletes use a lot. In their next game but even
Especially when there are no Auerbach knows that isn't the
1
12
answer. Tom Yawkey can tell
women around.
•••••;
•
John Havlice k, Boston's him better than anyone else
wheelhorse now, isn't given to money alone doesn't produce a
tle
rough language. So when he winner.
J41
speaks about how he and the Auerbach shouldn't worry
rest of the Celtics feel about about not having the right
being in next-to-last place with answer though. Everybody else
1,44
Geo IO" only an outside prayer of has. Everybody knows what's
3,2
making the playoffs he uses a wrong with the Celtics.
Now that there's no Bill
much more refined word.
Russell plucking the ball off the
Team Is Frustrated
"Frustrated," says John'llav- backboard anymore, well,'you
licek, who has played on Live of can pretty much figure it out
Boston's world champion clubs for yourself.
and grown rather used to them.
No Reflection On Coach
"It's frustrating, but the only This is not intended as any
et
thing you can do to maintain reflection upon Tommy Heinyour sanity is play your best
sohn, Boston's present coach
and try to contribute in such a
who is doing the best with what
way that you're going to )ielp he has, but Russell not only
some of the younger ballplay- was the Celtics' coach, he also
ers."
was the rudder which guided
There was a time, and not them through deep water. The
long ago either, the Celtics won team no longer plays the same
so often they made people sick. way it did with him.
Not Boston people, other The Celtics have won so
uch An—the—past that few
Last Sunday they made Red people are feeling sorry for
Auerbach sick. The Celtics' them now. The same people
former coach and present might be comforted to know the
general manager saw them Boston players aren't feeling
sorry for themselves either.
doif,t Arlievej& anybody
feeling sorry for .I.mself,"
Havlicek says. "If he feels that
way, he shouldn't be playing
this game."

SPORTS

By MILTON RICHMAN
UPI Sports Writer
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L
ts
Rupp
Named

To

Coach All-Stars

Wake Forrest Upsets Sixth
Ranked No.Carolina 88-85

NASHVILLE(UPI)— Kentucky
coach Adolph Rupp was named
Thursday fo'handle the Kentucky
protesting against what they
By JOE CAR NICELLI
team in the annual Tennesseecalled "racist policies" at
UPI
Sports
Writer
Kentucky college senior all-star
Young caused a
Brigham
ketball games this year.
North Carolina, which flou- disturbance a halftime and
Rupp will coach the Kentucky
police were called in to disperse
squad in two games, as spon- rished with its "underground"
the crowd.
importing
basketball
system
of
sors of the event announced that
In other major college action,
a new format has been arranged players from New York City,
Texas-El Paso downed New
whereby two games will be play- now is beginning to suffer by it,
Charlie Davis, who journeyed Mexico 74-59, St, Louis beat
ed, one in each state.
Tulsa 79-63, Cincinnati ripped
The first game will be played from Brooklyn, N.Y., to attend
North
Texas State 84-69,
Wake
the
Demon
Forest,
helped
here March 23 and the second
Wichita State belted Bradley 90in Louisville at a date to be Qeacons upset North Carolina
for the second time this season 70, Seattle routed Oklahoma
announced later.
ident of the Boston Patriots, shakes hands with
William Sullivan, oft
City 106-77, Fordham beat
The team consists of eight Thursday night. Davis, a 6-footride. Gov. Kirk flew to Boston Wednesday to tell
Gov. Claude Kirk of
Detroit 66-59 and Manhattan
Sullivan his state
uld welcome the Patriots' franchise. Inn Florida cities,
college seniors from schools wi- 1 junior guard, poured in 41
Jacksonville ;at-Tampa, are bidding. The Patriots may ha forced to move
points, including four crucial edged New York University 68thin the two states.
because they can't find an adequate stadium In Boston. It PI photo.)
Rupp handled the Kentucky squ- free throws in the final minute, 60.
ad in 1968. Vanderbilt coach Roy as Wake Forest upset the sixthSkinner has been the Tennessee ranked Tar Heels 88-85.
coach in each of the three pre- Davis, who helped beat North
MULLENS SIDELINED
Rockets Tip Buc.s
vious games. The series stands Carolina last month with a
sensational individual perfor(UP!)-.
2-1
in favor of Kentucky.
FRANCISCO
SAN
By United Press international
mance, hit 17 of 19 free throws
The Sal, Francisco Warriors
land passed the 1,000-mark in
Detroit's contributions to the said Thursday that high-scoring
Scoring. Charlie Scott had 31
American Basketball AssOcia- Jeff Moans will be sidelined
ipoints to lead North Carolina.
of
a
because
two
weeks
for
tick have made the Denver knee injury.
In other action involving the
Mulling started HEADS TENNIS OPEN
Rockets a sudden contender.
top 20 Thursday 'light, eighth.
""*"':
rv
71
ssotth
e_,,,.,Nsatio
week Aas iation
Spencer Haywood, who played thisketball
NEW YORK (UPI)— NationTUCSON, Ariz. (UPI) — ranked Jacksonville downed
for the University o( Detroit,
Joseph F. Cullman DI, of New East Carolina, 111-94, Wyoming ally televised sports events for
leading -scorer w"" a
BOSTON (UPI)— The was. and Larry Jones, who - once end'
the week of Feb. 8-1t (all
York was -reappointed Tuesday 1114.1__XciAlgS9cl
'
-Eis"" the Erialithan Inge_
ident of the Boston Patriots, toiled'!" the 1)etrarPi8tuns average17th - ranked Florida State tillief'Eastern Statialcrtil:
— Open"131Mday, Feb. 8— NBA basketsays the mayor has tatter 41Wer-ahe l'httional-Ba2ketball"
chathploaships whipped Kent State, 80-79, No. .
as quarterback in trying to find ation, combined Thursday night gAlt DEN BOUT
scheduled at Forest Hills, N.Y., 18 Santa Clara trounced Loyola ball, Milwaukee at Baltimore,
- next September.'
a permanent home for the to lead the Rockets to a 125-98
of California, 92-60, and Boos- 1:55 p.m. (ABC); NHL hockey,
Pats. The mayor says he's not.4ctory over the New Orleans
bui (No. 20) downed St. Mary's Philadelphia at Detroit, 2 p.m.
Cullman
immediatelY
named
YORK
NEW
:CRS);
Alpine
ski
World
Billy Talbert as tournament of Texas, 118-77.
out to play political football in Buccaneers.
Dick
champions
middleweight
Heywood scored 28 points and
championships, Val Gardena,
this election year.
Talbert
replaces
Owen
Gilrhore,
Jacksonville's
Artis
director*
signed
Tiger and Emile Griffith
Meanwhile, Boston's sports pulled Agu23 rebounds while
Williams of South Africa.
7-2 center, scored 27 points and Italy, taped earlier in the day,
ursday for a 10-round bout in
fans were on the sidelines today Jones contributed ZO points, s
pulled down 19 rebounds as the 3:30 p.m. (NBC); golf, Bob
Square Garden March
and halfway through a 48-hour of them coming on a pair of Willson
Dolphins whipped East Carolina Hope Desert Classic, Palm
stipulates
contract
Their
11.
countdown.
By
this
time three-point field goals, to pull
in a stunning shooting perfor- Springs, Calif., 430 p.m.
each ii:hter must enter the
(NBC).
Saturday, they probably will the Rockets to within a game
mance.
166 pounds or under.
Saturday, Feb. 14— Bowling,
know if the city is still in pro an4 a half of the front-running ring at
PEPITONE
SIGNS
Carl
Stan
Dodds
Ashley
Ind
Warriors Beat Bulls football.
Bacaneers in the ABA's
combined to lift Wyoming over $60,000 Ebonite Open, Kansas
127-105 Last Night
If not, it will be the third pro Western Division race,
HOUSTON (UPI)— First base- Utah in a key Western Athletic City, 3:30 p.m. (ABC); World
Steve Jones paced the -New Vanishing livestock
grid franchise to leave the city.
man Joe Pepitone, acquired Coaference game. Ashley Alpine Ski championships, Val
PALM SPRINGS, Calif.
JEFFFRSON.
CITY,
Mo.
Italy, 330 p.m.
Mayor ICevn H. White and Orleans attack with 19 points.
(UPI)— Larry Ziegler is playing
- Planners say by the year from the New York Yankees in scored 26 points and Dodds had Gardena,
In the only other ABA game
(NBC).
Bill
Sullivan,
president
of
the
an
off
season
trade
for
Curt
Cowboys
upset
the
as
the
24
2000
the
the best golf of his career In
CHICAGO (UPI) — Starters
raising orcattle and
scheduled, Louis Dampier
hog, will be practically Blefary, signed his 1970 con- R edskins.
the $125,000 Bob Hope Desert Joe Ellis, Jerry Lucas and Pats of the American Football
scored 37 points to lead the
Conference,
huddled
for
more
Classic, and there are people Clyde Lee combined for '74
none‘istent in Missouri. InStead, trIct with the Houston Astros Willie Williams, who led
Kentucky Colonels to a 110-102 farmers
Florida State with 23 points, hit NEW REFEREE
who think it's good enough to points Thursday night to lead than an how Thursday before
in some areas will raise Thursday.
victory
over
the
Pittsburgh
Pepitone, reported to be on a 20-foot jump shot in the
fish or meat.
take him all the way.
the San Francisco Warriors to announcing they had' come up Pipers.
getting more than his 1969 last minute of play as the
At the start of the third a 127-105 victory over the with "one last plan" to keep
FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla.
Dampier threw in five threeYankee salary, batted .242 last Seminoles edged Kent State. (UPI) — Former heavyweight
round today he was 12-under at Chicago Bulls, moving them the franchise in Boston.
point
baskets
as
the
Colonels
Sullitran
told
writers
the
132, and three big strokes Into third place in the National
ookie George Thompson and season, hit 27 homers and drove The victory was Florida State's Champion Joe Louis received
broke loose in the third quarter 4rvo..,sta
17th in 19 games ind 'sent Kent approval Thursday to tee
Kelly had 22 each for In 70 runs.
ahead of Bruce Devlin, who had Baskettell Association's Wes- mayor had become the "quer- attar
a 57-57 tie. Jim Ligon had
terears
and
tauten
toe
Ma
by
a 67 at La QuInta ancl a 68 at
n Division. It was the only
State (3-14) to its'llth straight fights in New York.
21 points for the Colonels while the Pipers.
the
horns"
in
searching
for
a
BA game scheduled.
Indian Wells.
loss
Edwin Dooley, chairman of
permanent
home
for
the
Pats.
They use four courses in the
Dennis Ay/trey scored 22 the New York State Athletic
Hope Classic with the 136 pros The
points and pulled down 20 Commission, said despite
despite playing White said the Boston Redeveplaying a round on each. Then, withoutWarriors,
rebounds as Santa Clara routed Louis's desire to referee the
Nate Thurmood and lopment Authority was working
the cut is made to the low 70 Jeff Mullins, trailed the Bulls with the club on "one last
Loyola of Los ,Angeles.
Feb. 16 Joe Frazier-Jimmy
proposal"
to
locate
a
home.
011ie Taylor and Poo Welch •Ellis heavyweight title fight,
and ties for the final round. only in the opening three
White,
cautioning
"I
don't
First prize money is$25,000.
teamed for 47 points as Houston the Brown Bomber will not be
minutes and then broke away
Today. Ziegler plays at from a 16-16 tie to hold a solid want to deal in false optimism,
romped past little St. Mary's. permitted to officiate because
I want to be realistic," said herEldorado, then goes to Berms. lead the rest of the way.
Taylor had 25 points and Welch he lacks experience.
shot#d have an answer "within
da Dunes. Neither is all that
22.
„nw
48
lift's"
on.
whether
the
lasteasy but can be handled the
Colorado State downed BrigLee, breaking loose frequentgasp
proposal
VMS
feasible.
He
way Ziegler is playing. Devlin ly under the basket, netted 18
ham Young 94-71 in a game
added he wouldn't play political
;also plays Eldorado today.
marked by racial protests.
points in the first half to help football with dramatp proForty-seven states have legalAt 137, two more strokes the Warriors to a 61-49 edge at
About 100 Negro demonstrators
behind Devlin and seven under that point. He wound up with 25 nouncements on the pie of the
and a few white sympathizers ized studded tires.
par, are Moon Mullins, who points for the game. Ellis club.
shot a course record 65 dropped 26 and Lucas 23.
Thursday at La Quinta and Lee
Trevino. who had a five under
Bob Love netted 26 to lead College Basketball
67 at Eldorado.
the
Bulls, who lost their second
Scores
Wayne Vollmer, the young
Canadian who went to Arizona In five games with the Warriors
State, shot a 69 at Indian Wells this season.
By United Press International
and Dim Wiechers bagged a 67
at ElDorado to stand in a tie at
Maxwell, Bill Johnston, Hugh Fordbam 66 Detroit 59
tf44 CADILLAC Sedan DeVIllo. Power and air, vinyl
138, six strokes behind Ziegler Royer,
Miller Barber, Dudley Jacksonville 111 E. Caroliha 94
root
and six strokes under par.
Wysong; and Mike Reasor.
Cincinnati 84 N. Tex. St. 69
Bob Murphy, Don Bias, U.S.
Open champ Orville Va. Military 67 Furman 66
'19611 CADILLAC Sedan Devine. Power and air, vinyl
Bobby Greenwood, Arnold Pal- Moody
is in a big
mer and Chi Chi Rodriguez are 140 while PGA group tied at Denison 64 Carnegie Mellon 55
roof.
champ Ray Rutgers 98 Boston Univ. 57
tied at 139, and at 140 with
back
in
the
pack
for
is
Floyd
Mass.
82
Rider
67
MI CADILLAC Coupe DoVIllo. Power and air, vinyl
defending chamPion Billy Casp- WIUL 11.31).
W.Va. Tech 80 W. Liberty 70
er are Gay Brewer, Billy
roof.
LSU N.O. 101 Nichols St. 88

Boston Mayor
Looks For
Pats'Home
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TZià1r Has
Three Stroke
Lead In Hope
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KID

Colorado St. 94 BYU 71
Santa Clara 92 Loyola LA 69
Wyoming 98 Utah 85
Seattle 106 Okla. City 77
Fla. St. 80 Kent St. 79
Houston 118 St. Mary's Tex. 77
CCNY 71 MIT 64
Wichita St. 90 Bradley 70
St, Louis 79 Tulsa 63
Wake Forest 88 No. Car. 85
Manhattan 68 NYIJ 60
Pacific 82 Nev. Reno 57
UTEP 74 New Mex. 59
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Hang on
to Vour

Money!

LET BLOCK
FIGURE
YOUR
Many tones we can zonethe anteroge tospay•r
more than th• small cast
of our sernoce Bring your
tom problem* NS us. You'll
sone time, wocry and often
money' Don't delay - See
Bloch today.
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GUARANTEE
g uarantee occorole preporot.on of mety tow return. If
-e ,
ohn 0^Y errors that cost sou any penalty, or .nterest,

r
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Fri`Cck

Back in 1781 an Almanac advised people to clean their teeth
with gunpowder! Before that, folks used ground animal and fish
bones, hoofs, crab shells, charcoal and powdered pebbles as a
dentifrice. Enlightened dental research in modern times has given
us fluoridated drinking water,
which helps prevent tooth decay.
It has also recently given us an
advented quoride toothpaste,
Colgate with MFP fluoride. Start
giving your teeth extra defital
care during National Children's
Dental Health Week, February
1-7 , by taking advantage of the
advances of dental scientists.

America's tar. est Tax Service with Over 4000 CKEkos
a.m.

Iticpp Receire.,\Wristieatch

1%7 CADILLAC Sedan
Power and air, vinyl
roof.
ALL ONE-OWNER CARS! "SHARP"!

liK Coach Adolph fLip. lett recei,kes a ‘k'atch from Elmer Thompson. 'en'
ter. and Tinsley Beglry, _•yen h\ the ITT: haskefball fans at Dayton. Ohio's
McCall Corp. The watch t•arl the invtr.iption. •'Mr RaLrthalI. 1dolph F Rupp,
rir McCall rnt p
from the map' fans

INS OLDSMOBILE 18 Luxury Sedan. All Flower and air,
vinyl roof. One owner.
1%4 CADILLAC Sedan DoVIlle. Power and air.
1%6 OLDSMOBILE Delta 1111 4-Door. Power and air.
1%3 01..DS Super n 4-Door Hardtop. Power and air. -1%3 OLDS F-85 Convertible. V 8, automatic.

INCOME

vs

•

p.

—

at. 9 5

Phone 7S3-9204

NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY

live death toll (nun falls is
Ingliest during the fall and %utter'
months.

1%2 OLDS F-115 2-Door

Hardtop.

INS PONTIAC Bonneville 4-Door Hardtop. Power and
air, vinyl roof.
1965 CHRYSLER 4-Door. Power and air.
1%1 CHEVY4 4-Door.
A , Nice Selection of New Cars
Going At Bargain Prices
DEAL DIRECT WITH OWNERS . .
COMMISSION TO PAY

NO

Authorized Dealers for
alittz3, 4,
DONNYBROOK ON ICE--Plasers from both the Bostoil Bruins and the Toronto Maple Leafs joist
In the fracas which erupte luring the second penalty betweee Bruins' Bobby Orr and Leaf's Pat
Quinn Feb. 1. After It was over the penalty boxes were filled ai a result of the 35 penalty minutes
handed out.The Bruins went on to win the fight-filled game,which was nationally televised.
—UPI Photo
•

Oldsmobile - Cadillac - Pontiac

Sanders-Purdom
1406 Main Street

Phone.153.5315
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Mrs. J. B.Burkeen .
Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Clyde
Willoughby, Jr., of Murray Route
Six are the pareots of a baby
girl, Christiana Kiky, weighing
eight pounds fifteen Ounces, born
on Tuesday, February 3, at 11:07
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway county Hospital.
The new father is employed
at the Murray Division of the
Tappan Company.
Grandparents are Mrs. Brant
Hill of Fort Wayne, Ind., Mrs.
Thomas Hargis of Paris, Tenn.,
and Lowell Clyde Willoughby,
Sr., of Murray Route Three.
Great grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Charlie Rowland, 207
South 3rd Street, Murray, and
Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Moody of
Murray Route Four.
---Corey Lamont is thename chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Billy T.
Wells of Murray Route Eight
for their baby boy,weighing eight
pounds ten ounces born on Tuesday, February 3:at 1:15 a.m. at
the Murray - Calloway County
Hospital.
They have three other boys,
James, age 13, Michael, age ten,
and Al, age five, The father is
employed at the General Tire and
Rubber Company, Mayfield.
Granctiarents are Mr. and Mrs.
Alfred Wells of Murray Route
Eight and Mrs. W. R. Fitzgerald
of Paris, Tenn. Mrs. Sudie Wells
of Murray Route Eight is a great
grandmother.

11Dean.-A61l,
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Neighbor is just as
embarrassed as you!
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Now that Alvin is retired, he's at home all
day, but that's not my problem
There is a young woman who rents the apartment
directly across the hall from us, and her claim to fame is
that she is "44-34-42"—or something like that. Anyway, last
Sunday when "Miss 44" was getting her morning paper, the
wind blew her door shut and locked her out. All she had on
was one of those shorty see-thru peek-a-boo nighties.
Well, "Miss 44" rang our doorbell, and when poor Alvin
opened the door and saw her standing there like that he was
so embarrassed be didn't know what to do, so he yelled for
ME to get the caretaker while HE stood there talking to her.
Now, Abby, there are two old maid sisters living in the
apartment right next to hers. Why didn't she ring THEIR
bell?
I get so nervous thinking this might happen again I
can't sleep at night. What do you suggest? ALVIN'S WIFE
DEAR WIFE: I suggest you forget it. Your locked-out
neighbor was probably more embarrassed than Alvin. and
it's net likely to happen again.
DEAR ABBY: My dearest friend whom I love very, very,
'much is addicted to diet pills and sleeping pills. She goes to
different doctors_and gets prescriptionskom each.,One_
doessaknosii,niseut-the-other. This has
for Years, and now she hal found still a third doctor 'Who
doesn't know about the other two.
We have.had long talks, and this woman confides in
I have begged her to tell her family doctor ;What she's doing,
but she refuses.
I am Very worried about her, Abby. She used to be
all morning, and now it's mid-afternoon before she
iCa
r rhalke herself out of the
Do you think I would be justiffed in calling her doctor and
telling him what I know? If you say so I will call him
immediately.
By the way, this woman's husband can't be too sharp
because he doesn't know she is on pills. She has two young
children and is such a wonderful person, I hate to see what
she is doing to herself. Please advise me.
NAMELESS FRIEND

Browii-Hicklin
Enga' II ' I
Is Announced
Mr: -and Mrik-BalPaducah, announce the engagemem of their' only daughter,
Amy Line, to Lee E. Hicklin
III, son of Mr. and Mrs. L. E.
Hicklin of Kennett, Mo.
Miss Brown is a 1967 graduate
of Paducah Tilghman High
School."She is a'jtmior at Murray State University, majoring
in special education.
Mr. Hicklin is a 1967 graduate
of Kennett High School'. He is
a junior at Murray State University, majoring in sociology.
We is a member of Sigma Chi
social fraternity.
A late summer wedding is being planned.

fog.

DEAR FRIEND: Tell your friend that you will give her
three days ha which to tell her doctor. and if SHE doesn't tell
MEL YOU will tell him, because you love her too much to
staad-killy by and watch her- destroy herself. In this way.
yen* Joe giving her a dunce to save her face. I'll bet she
tells her doctor.

'Stylish'

DEARABBY: Re the letter from the widow whose son
was turned away from a father-son night at the Y. M. C. A.
I'm sure that the,Y" would not have turned her son away if
this had been a "Y" function. Perhaps it was a private
group, who had rented the 'pool for the evening.
As for her son getting involved in some activities where
there would be a man around to look after him, why doesn't
ihe enroll him in a good Cub Scout pack or Boy Scout group?
Surely there's a local chapter of the Big Brothers, who
would be more than happy to assist her. How about the local
Boys Club in her town? These organizations would be more
than glad to have her son as e member. Wise up, Mom, stop
whining and start locking. Sign me,
BIG C IN ROCKFORD, ILL.

Stylemakers have
boosted the trend to more
style and beauty in the
design of home lighting fixtures
The result is an incomparable array of designs,styles, shapes and sizes to
co-ordinate with any fondture style and colors.
experts
LIGHTING
regard it as entirely fitting
that lighting fixtures have
moved into the interior design category.
At the same time they
advise that you understand
the kind of lighting you'll
get from the futures you
select.
Some fixtures are designed principally for their
decorative effect, to -Accent
a style or color or to co-ordinate a._ grouping. Often
these decorative fixtures
don't provide much light.
They are not desined to.
But in moat fixture locations you will require. Illumination on top of good
looks.

DEAR ABBY: This is for the benefit of "DISGUSTED
SISTER" who wondered why her brother "Gordy" left a
beautiful 36-year-old wife for an "old wrinkled grandmother
of 50."
I happen to be married to a "young, unwrinkled
grandmother of 50," and I couldn't be -happier. This little
grandmother is warm and affectionate and full of love. She
has never said, "Not now-you'll muss my hair!" And when
am in a loving mood, she'll never say, "Is that ALL you
ever think of?"
No man wants to be married to an "untouchable
goddess"
"FIFTY-YEAR-OLD GRANDPA"

• GIVE YOUR VALENTINE
THE FINEST. • •
.••
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Gills-Cunninghant Vows Read

Soca Sew,
Friday, February 6
The Murray State Women's
Society will have a Valentine
Dance at the WOW Hall from
eight p. m. to midnight. Music
by Frank Puzzullo Combo. Tickets are three dollars per couple
and may be obtained at the
door.
ass
The Senior Citizens Club will
meet at the Communita, Center
at 12 noon. A potluck luncheon
will be served.
•••
The annual meeting of Char
eh Women United will be held
at the First United Methodist
Church at ten a. m. All members of each member church
are urged to attend. An eketin and installation of officers
will be held and a film wet be
shown. The meeting will close
before noon.
spot.
Saturday, February 7
The Hazel PTA men's and
women's basketball teams will
be hosts to the Alm teams at
Hazel at seven p.

The wedding of Miss Fredia
Gills and Dan Cunningham was
solemnized in a candlelight
ceremony at seven o'clock in the
e‘ening on January 9th in the
home of Mrs. Blanche Barber,
grandmother of the bride.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Gills, Sedalia,
Route 1. She is a 1968 graduate
of Sedalia High School and is
now employed at Giant Foods in
the Mayfield Shopping Plaza.
The groom is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Otis H. Cunningham of
1402 Cuba Road, Mayfield, Ky.
He is a 1965 graduate of
Ma field High School and also
attended Murray State
Uni‘tirsity. Before entering the
Army he was employed at
Borg-Warner as a precisiop

machinist in Decatur, Ill.
The double▪ ring ceremony
was performed by Rev. Thomas
Grubs of Lynnville Baptist
Church.
Miss Cathy Coltharp, pianist
played, "Oh Promise Me," and
"The Traditional Wedding
March" before the ceremony.
Given in marriage by her
brother, Jimmy Gills the radiant
young bride wore a formal gown
of white bridal satin with full
laft sleeves accented by a white
veqf. The brkies' bouquet was
made of white—earnations
decorated with yellow 'ribbons
tied in love knots.
For her matron of honor the
bride.chose Mrs. Karon
m,

CALVERT CITY, Ky.,
-Miss Sandra Rudolph became
the bride of Carlos A. Chavez in
a candlelight double-ring ceremony solemnized by the Rev. A.
W. Landis at Rosebower Baptist Church.
The wedding was performed
In front of white roses and green
fern with a greenery decorated
arch in the center. Nuptial muste
was presented on the organ by
Mrs. Mildred Bailey.
The bride, given in marriage
by her father, Thomas E. Rudolph, wore a princess style,
formal white satin gown. The
train was decorated with hand
sewn lace flowers and tiny
pearls. The front of the dress
was covered with white lace,
scalloped down the sides with
tiny pearls in each scallop. Her
veil was waist-length and she
carried a white Bible decorated
with blue and white carnations
with streamers tied in love
knots.
Miss Barbara Rudolph, the
bride's sister, served as maid of

honor. She wore a formal blue
satin gown with lace down the
front. The flower girl was Miss
Phyllis Pederson from Wichita,
Kan,
Pedro A. 4spinoza from An.
cash, Peru served as best man.
Neal Rudolph, the bride's brother, and Vahe Gazarian from
Bagdad, Iraq, served as ushers.
The mother of the bride, Mrs.
Rudolph, was attired in a light
pink crepe dress with a deep
pink velvet jacket with a pink
corsage.
Immediately following the
ceremony, a reception was held
at the church. Guests were
served by Mrs. Frank Pederson,
Miss Annette Waldrop and Mrs.
Fred Greer, Miss Debbie Pederson attended the register.
After the reception Mr. and
Mrs. Chavez left for an unannounced wedding trip. The bride
wore a suit made of blue wool
with a cape to match.
Mr. and Mrs. Chavez now reside at Murray where they are
both attending Murray State
University.

former Karon Dick. She was
Requirements For
„attired in a long formal gown of
yellow satin with a corsage of Linen Trousseau
p. in. with Mrs. Tom Simmons white carnations trimmed with
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at seven
A -potluck sup- of duty in Eschborn, Germany. cleaning cloths and' Six
aprons for your kitchen.
A personal and household per will be served after the
FOR CORRECT
Table linen requirements
shower will be held for Mn. meeting. •
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will
vary,
cogrse
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TIME and
Tremon Farris whose home resuggested list is: One large
Tuesday, February 10
cently burned at two p. in. at
TEMPERATURE
formal dinner cloth. one
The Almo Elementary School
the Burnett's Chapel Methodist
dozen matching napkins,
DAY OR 1•111:44T
PTA men's and women's baskChifich.
one luncheon cloth,
etball teams will be hosts to
matching napkins, oneelohrtthe Kinsey'teams at Almo at
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'
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wedding plans for their
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daughter, Emily Ann, bride-elect
Sunday, February 8
The Murray TOPS Club will
Members of the Murray-Callo- meet at the Community Center of Thomas Clifford _freeman,
ay County Shrine Club and at seven p. in. All interested son of Mr. and Mrs. 0. V.
Freeman of Whittier, California.
air families will have a break- persons are invited.
The bride is the
ast at the Holiday Inn at nine
$••
ipranddaughtar of Mr. &abort E.
in. and later attend services
Groups of the Pint Baptist Adams, Mayfield,- route 4; and
1411 OLIVE BOULEVARD
t the First United Methodist Church WMS will meet as folMr. and Mrs. Hollis V. Howard,
hurch.
lows: I with Mrs. Ragon Mc- Farmington, Ky. Mr. Freeman's
— FREE PICKUP and DELIVERY —
•••
Daniel at 9:30 a. in.; U with grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. 0.
Truly Fine Cleaning * Phone 753-3852
Monday, February 9
Mrs. John Keel at ten a. in.; V. Freeman, Sr., of Los Angeles,
The New Providence Home- Ill with Mrs. K. T. . Ciewford Calif. and Mr. William Haskell Of
makers Club will meet at the and IV with Mrs. Bernice Wise- the same city.
home of Mrs. Opal Shoemaker hart, both at two p. a.
Miss Adams graduated from
•••
one p. in.
Fulton County High School as
Wednesday, February II
the valedictorian of the Clsss of
The Beta Sigma Phi sorority
The Wesleyan Circle of the
will meet at the Community First United Methodist Church 1965 and received her BA degree
Phone 753-1272
Center at 7:30 p.
WSCS will meet with Mrs. It. Y from Murray State University in
* PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
Northen,1111 Circarama Drive, 1969. She has studied summers
We Have It—We Will Get It—Or It Can't Be Had
The Mettle Bell Hays Circle at 7:30 p. in,
in Dijon, France, and in
•••
of the First Methodist Church
Montreal. Having received- a
The Ruth Wilson Circle of graduate assistantship, she has
WSCS will meet at the Church
the First United Methodist recently been studying at the
at seven p. in.
YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
•••
Church WSCS will meet with University of South Carolina
TRADE WITH
The Sigma Department of the Mrs. Z. C. Emit, Kingswood while teaching in" the
Murray Woman's Club will have Drive, at 7:30 p.
Department of Foreign
The Arts and Crafts Club Language:kin Literatures:
a Sweetheart dinner (potluck)
at the club hoese at 6:30 p. in will meet with Mrs. A. M. whoMr. Freeman graduated from
Guests will be Sigma husbands. mas, 803 Sha-Wa Circle, at 2:30 High School in Whittier and has
Hostesses are Mesdames Hunt p. in.
an associate arts degree from
•••
Smock, Gene Landolt, Joe RyLong Beach State College where
Murray, Ky.
753-5273
The Harris Grove Homemak- he was awarded an athletic
an Cooper, Hal Houston, John
LARGE VOLUME — LOW PROFIT
Gregory, and A. W. Simmons, ers Club will meet with Mrs. scholarship for football. He has
"Service Built- Our Business"
J. R. Humphreys at one p. in. completed a tour of duty in
Jr.
IT WILL PAY YOU TO BEE US ON A.
•••
*se
Vietnam and is now awaiting
.
NEW Oil USED CAR
The Pottertown Homemakers discharge from the Army.
The Theta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will Club will meet at the Holiday
meet at the club house at 7.30 Inn at ten a. in.

Emily Ann.Adams
& Thomas Clifford
Freeman Engaged
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COLLEGE CLEANERS

WALLIS DRUG

PARKER FORD INC.

Rip up our instructions
on self-defense.
After all,
it's Valentine's Day.

clearing houses-the College . Admissions Assistance
Center (461 Park avenue
south)- in New Visit City,
and the College Admissions
Center (1101 Davis strcet) in
Evemten,

have applied to all Ivy
League colleges," she said,
This
(UPI):
NEW YORK
"and find out in April
is the time of year when
they've been turned down.
panic pervades millions of
It's rough on these kids—
American homes, as anxthey don't know where to
ious teen-agers and their
turn and it's too late to
academically ambitious parapply directly to other colents eye the postman with
THE CENTERS, he said, leges."
anxiety and hope.
charge a $20 fee and will
What the student can do,
send a student's record to
HE WILL bring news of colleges ... throughout
the -she said, is contact a center
rejection- country-almost
acceptance-or
all
of
receivat the colleges of the them fully accredited col- such as hers. After
For
choice.
youngster's
leges so that transfer can ing the student's applicasome, he will bring accept- be possible later in • the tion form and fee, the cenance at several colleges. youngster's . academic cater obtains the student's
For those less gifted or less reer if he so wishes.
realistic in their choices of
Meredith Norcross, direc- high school transcript and
colleges to which they ap- tor of the College Admis- makes up a profile that is
Assistance Center, sent to all colleges using
plied, he will bring nothing sions
_
but rejection.
agreed that applications to the. service.
Deal despair, advises either center ("We're in
Zuckerman, who friendly competition"I would
The student can expect
Harold
to receive applications
heads the New York City bring results.
Miss Norcross- said that from colleges intended in
Board of Education's College Bound* Program, and at present her organization him. He replies in the usual
.
meey
has Inore than 300 colleges ma..nnr.
he explains:
' "Students who have mist enrolled for its service. - but
applying
judged in applying to col- that it will pick up trim,leges and have been turned after April 15 Ithe common to a pig in a poke," Miss
• down 'by all their Choices reply date by Which mo,t Norcrossa said. "since the
can go to a college cleating colleges inform '-applicani, college already has. exhouse It's a rare student of acceptance or rejectin) pressed interest in them. I
have one hit of 'advice for
whil- applies to one of these and Still others after M4- '
before
centers who -will not be Ittle date by which mo,t students—research
picked op by some col- colleges' insist students en- applying. There are very
roll'.
..
good schools you may nevleges
there,
Zuckerrike: said
er have heard of. Eitin't be
"StINIE.
o
are t•o major. non-Pri;fit
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$1.50
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We put instruCtions on self-defense in every package
of Hai KarateAfter Shaxe and_Colognc. Step-by•step,
it tells a man how to defend himself from womenin case he splashes on Igo niiib, On a normal day';

Renal
Pee
13

wc insist that every man read it. But we've got a
heart.,So on Valentine's Davi-we'd like every woman
to tear our instructions to-itreds. That way lyou can
give your guy Hai Karate, with some instructions of
your own.,
•
BANKAMFPICARD

.115.4W

al. i.7.4.11:" "`•

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
•

I

tinACI
Sc
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Help For College Rejects
BY JOAN HANAUER

Rudolph-Chavez
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ST. LEO CATHOLIC CHURCH
401 N. 12th Street
,
Rev. Marini Mattinitlir, Mists
Sunday Masses: S a.m.,11 a.m. and
4:80 p.m.
Hoiyday and First Friday:
6:"0 A.m. and 6:00 p.m.

GUIDE: YOU 1'0 MC CHURCH

LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN
Robert B. Bates. Pastor
NORTHSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
Randolph Allen. Pastor
Sunday School
11.00 a.m. Jerry Graham, Sunday School Font
Preaching
10:00 am
Sdp a, School
11:00 am.
Worship Service
7:00 p.m
Evening Service
=LOUD RIVER BAPTIST CHURCH
7:00 p.m.
Meeting Wed.
Prayer
p.m.
6:30
Highway 444, New Concord, Ky.
Singing
Sunday Evening
Pastor
Rem,
Asbert
Itev.
10:00 a. m.
,.,
•,,,,i..4 Sunday School
11:00 a.
Morning Worship
POPLAR SPRINGS BAPTIST
6:30 p. m.
Evening Worship
CHURCH
Andersea Sunday School Supt.
MAX
- Pottertowe
Route

COME TO WORSHIP
AND REJOICE
UltiCE BAPTIST CMIIRCS
MEHRA! CHURCH OP
South Ninth Street
THE NAZARENE
Re.. L. D. Irfesee, pester
South
13th and Plainview
orning
nday School
0:46 a.m.
James J. Rester. IgInIster
Worship
10:46 a.m. Sunday School
10.00 a.m.
thmaay nighl
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
. 6:15
Training Union .
Evangelistic Service .... 7:00 p.m
Worship Service
.. 7:00
Mid-Week Prayer Service
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting
7:00 p.m.

r

NORTH PLEASANT GIOVZ
CUMISSZLAND PatiillYTZRCMUSCRI
Rev. Rd Weyer, pastor
feenday School
11.1.01) a.m.
Morning Worship
11.00 a.m.
Young People
6:00 p.m.
Evening .Worship
7:00 p.m.

"I Shall Kee
This Lent"

TEMPLE HILL
UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
Rev. A. M. Thensaa Paster
Preaching:
First and Third Sundays at 11 am.
Preaching.
Ind and 4th Sundays at 9:30 am.
Sunday School at alternate times
each Sunday.

"
LENT- means springtime. It Li an old Latin word
which
0.

'SHOFAR'S WITNESSES
107 North Fourth Street
George R. Bandarra
Watchtower Study .... 10:30 a.m.
Bible Lecture Sunday .. 9:30 am.
Bible Study Tuesday ... 7:30 p.m.
Ministry School Friday . 7:30
Service Meeting Friday . 8:30 Pam

SURSZLLS CHAPEL
UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
Rev. A. 11. Thomas, Pastor
Preaching:
First and Third Sundays 9:30 am.
Preaching:
2nd and 4th Sundays at 11 am.
Sunday School at alternate times
Each Sunday

time for our

Snub to become penitent._ It simply (SCAM that it is spading up time, the
SCASCIO for planting weds and for setting blooming trees.

Is the ram ol ate !jai, ia is • iedi to gel
rtaely.lor the season ol benony dna goodness.

0000 SHRPRISIS UNITHD
METHODIST CIRUSOM
(Permerly New Mope mod.
Soiphur Swings- Cherokee)
SW,....wer
Coy GarrilillElleoltor
1:00 p.m. Mirth School
10:40 am.
Sabbath Bohner
9:30 am.
2:00
"p.m.
Warship Servile
Worship Service
Methodist Youth Fellowship
6:00 p.m.
ST. JOHIPII EPISCOPAL
CHURCH
CHURCH OP JEllirst Cs4stseiT
1620 W. Main Street
OF LATTER-DAT SAINTS'
Rev. Robert BureheelL Vicar
(llbersess)
Services Utah Sunday at
Services held at 16th and Sycamore
10':00
Sunday School
:00 and_10:10 am.
7:00 p.m.
Sacrament Meeting
Phone 163-0249

rest and Third Sundays:
Sunday School .... 10:00
Morning Service .... 11:00
Second and Fourth Sundays:
Sunday School .... 10:00
Methodist Youth
Pellow•hisi
6:16
Worship Service
7:00
.-:

means a forty day fasting period neat befofe Easter. It begins
It is a time for the conditioning of our sod

Wbo
.
aenooppt us is satisfied with what.

die Lenten Season. Let us dear away

the ssi dint year's erapHAt under
the aid stalksijday. we learn !wen our Lord
to good conditioning

to give ourselves

durtrilt Lent. The miracle of Lffit is
gcnuitte repentance which kids to
Nee/nets of Life. A

CHESTNUT STREET
TABERNACLE
(Penteesses/ Church Of God
Of America)
Cherry & Chestnut
a.m.
ter. Jelin W. De Waite, Pieter
10:00 A.M.
Sunday School
11:00 A.M.
ans. Morning Worship
7:80 P.M.
Evening Worship
p.m. Wed." ?fairer Meeting .. 7:30 P.M.
7:30 P.M.
p.m. Friday P.Y P A

Saindy Keep& of

Lent said it well when he grace the
words, -I shall ko;p this

MT. PLEASANT CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CIS URI E
11:00 amMorning Worship
7:00 P.m.
Sunday Night Perfice
Worship Service at 11:00 each first
and third Suc.s•v

LOCUST DROVE
CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE
Kirksey. Kentucky
11,0beet Roblusos, minister
, 10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11,:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:00 p.m.
Sunday Night Service

•

/

10:00 a.m.
11:00 am.
7:00 p.m.
6:80 p.m.
7:00 p.M.

MOUNT cAitalail.
MISSIONARY BAPTIST CIIIIIISCH
Rev. Billy Gallippers paste,
Filter BAPTIST CHURCH
10:00 am
Sunday School
H. C..Cidies. pester
Morning Wevehip--.-..- --11:40 am. -Sunda," Echoed5:30 p.m.
1046 a.
Evening Worship
Morning Worship
6:00 v.fn.
Wednesday Youth
Training Union
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
i:ven. Worship .
Felloershlp
7:30.p.m.
Wednesday
Prayer Meeting/
•
Furry Barstow Comma
Rev.WIIHe Sellieses. seater
Sunday School .........10:00 am.
Billy Roberts, Supt.
11:00 am.
Morning Worship
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
6:10 pm.
Training Union
111 N. Fifth Street
Doenie Clhapngui, Director
William M. Porter. pewter
7:141 p.mlivening Worship
9:50 am.
Sunday School
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Service
10:20 a.m.
Worship Hour
.7:00 p.m.
Evening Service
6:10 p.m.
Chi Rho Fellowship
1:00 p.m.
NW risormassess
(`Yir Fellowshin
CHURCH Or CHAIM
Men's Fellowship .. third Wednesday
third Tuesday
(-PCP Gen. Meet.
Jeshney Vela allelattsv

'Lek or what be has bcCA? Then.let us qualify
for

Surut.y sr. u ,I
Morning Worship
Training Union
Evening W orsh in
Wed. Prayer Meeting

MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH
Main Street at leth
Iferseas Culpepper, pastor
763-4411
Dial-A-Devotion
9:40 a.m
Sunday School
10:10 a.m
Morning Worship
Training Union:
- 6:30 p.m
(Sept.-March)
6:20 p.m
(April-Aug.)
Evening Worship:
1:30 pm
(Sept-Mareh)
1:10 pat.
(April-Aug.)
Prayer Meeting.
1:k0 p.m.
Mach Wednesday

with Ash Wednesday and continues till Easter; exclusive of Sundays.

•
1611VIINTH DAY ADINNTIST
CHURCH

GOSHEN METHODIST
CHURCH

PLEASANT VALLEY CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Murray-Pottertown Road
Bre. Jsinee West, minister
10:00 a.m.
Bible Study
11:00 am.
Morning Worship
6:30 p.m.
Evening Worship

Leaé.

and hope to refresh my SouL" Amen

Sunday:

4ERS

ty -

)53-3852

*
Can't Be Had

YOU

INC.

Ky.
.0FIT

B

SCOTTS GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
Rev. Loos Penick. pester
10:00 am.
Sunday School
10:00 am.
Worship Service
...... 1:30 p.m.
Training Union
7:30 p.m.
Evening Worship
7.30 p.m.
Wednesday Service
Rudy Bernet. S.S. Supt.. Paul Wayne
Garrison, fralniast U•ien Director.

ON A

WEST HURRAY CHURCH
LYNN OSOVE
METHODIST CRUM=
Or CHRIST
" Seale P. Whealikey. pester
Sitaith 18th Street
Pim and Third Sundays:
ike&o MeKee. Preacher
Worship Service .... 14:46 a.m.
Sunday School :... 10:46 am.Serelem
ilocend and Fourth Sunday;
illimisy` Win SSW - 1040 am.
Sunday &ohool ... 10 00
sawing WeillMeer
seaso
Worship service .... 11:00 a.m. Seeder Wessibilp _--- 800 pm.
COLE'S CAMP GROUND
Wednesday BibIs Study - 7:00 ass.
METHODIST CHURCH
Pee information .0e
, traitypertation
Oen 700-5000 or 704.77011
First Sunday:
Sunday School .... 10.00 am.
FIRST METHODIST CHURCH
Seoond Sunday:
Illftb sad Maple Streets
Sunday School
10:00 am.
Worship bervioe .... 11:00 am. Dr. Samuel R. Dedstria, Jr., pastor
School
9:46a.m.
Church
Third Sunday:
Sunday S.-h004
10:00 a.m.Morning Worship
Fourth Sunday:
8:45 A 10:60 a.m.
Worship Servi^e .... 9:43 n.m. Jr. S Sr. Fellowship .... 6:30 p.m.
Sunday School .... 10:46 ans.Evening worship
7:00 p.m.
MYP' Sunday
7:00 p.m.
(Ind and 4th Sundays)
& Poplar
CHURCH OF CHRIST
UTILISR! BAPTIST CHURCH
Rev. David Brasher, pastor
Sunday
Sunday
School .
10:00 am
Bible School
9:45 a.m.
11:00 am.
Worship Hour .. . 10:40 am. Horning Wbrahip
Training
Union
II:10 p.m.,
Evening Worship '
-11:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
7:10 p.m.
Wednesday
Wedneeday
Night
6:10 p.m.
Midweek Bible Study 7:30 p.m.

1•••
f•••.•
•••••••••.1.441••••1•
to. dn,
1...(. •1 1•••
sto•nra• S•
••• oe •••• t.• •••••
• •••
v•

or, • dd.!, 1.04 ••••
•••• •.••411 ••••-••••

4..
)ONE
$2,25

SIN/LINO SPRINGS BAPTIST
CHURCH
Ire- Terry Sills, Pastor
Sunday School
Morning Worship
Tra'ning Union
Evening Worship
Wednesday Night

FIRST PRESHYTICKIAN
CHURCH
Charles H. Mellott. Paster
Church &hoar
9:30 am
Service of Worship ... 11:00 am

COLD W,‘ries UN MEP.
ME I tlostisT
H
Jim, Hiker, pa,,m..
First SundaV
Church School
10:00
Worship Ser,
....
11 :00
Betend end P.nrth Sunday
Church School
•
10:00
Third Sunday
Worship Sena.
,
10-00
Church School
10,41

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SERVICES
Farmer Ave. and 17th fill,reet
Sunday
71 :00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
Teltimony Meeting
2nd' Wednesday. 8:00 p.m.
"The Bible Speaks To You"
wNns Sunday 11:15 a.m.

rum

411110TH ISAPTIST ()HURON
Ni no A. !armee, pastes .
Sui.d...y Ocheal
10:00 am.
liaising Unsoll
6:14 P.M
Worship
11100 ,a.m. and 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday .
7:00 p.m..
•

CHERRY 4 ORNER BAPTIST
HUISCH
sINIVERSITY.cliCCRCH OF (HRisir
Hsi tobsva. pastor
School
„... •'''
Sunday
North 15th Street
10 am.
,
Monis allUer. minister
. Morning Worel..o
II a.m.
IMble Study
9:30 a.m.
Training Union
6 p.m.
Morning Worship ... .... 10:30 n.m
/evening Worsip
7 p.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Nednewlay
Pra>er
Hid- Weeit
7:0.) p.m
7 p.m.
Service
Thursday (College Student
Devotlianal)
41:15 p.m

Sholar's Auto Repair

Hutibn Chemical Co., Inc.

Complete Auto and Truck Service

"For All Your Fertilizer Needs"
Murray, Ky
Phone 753-1933

Phone 753-1761

IIIIIRATUCriL MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH
Barnett Avenue - Murray. KY.
Bro. Thomas Fortner Willitor
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:30 p.m.
Training Union
7:30 p.m.
Evening Worship
Wednesday Evening
p.m.
7.00
Prayer Service

M •••••a•
4
• •••• 4.)
,

GREEN PLAIN CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Dean Crutchfield, minister
111110 am. Sunday Bible Study
10:00 a.m.
Church School
10:46 am.
Morning Worship
Worship Service:
7:00 p.m.
11:00 a.m. & 7:00 p.m. Evening Worship
Wed.
7:30 p.m.
Bible
Stud,
Youth Fellowship:
let Sun. ilk 3rd Wed.,evening
7:00 p.m.
Bible Study
Evening Services 30 minutes later '
during Summer .months.
APOSTOLiC CHRISTIAN
TIIMPLS
109 So. 6th Street
NEW CONCORD
Res. Silbert Derentleh
CHURCH or exam?
by ant
Sunday School
10:00 am Sunday Evening Worship . 7 p.m.
Bible Classes
m Wed. Evening Worship .... 7 p.m.
Worship & Preaching . 14.10
7.00 p.m.
Evening Worship
Wednesday
, 7:00 p.m.
Bible Clans*

209 So. 7th

UNION GROVE CHURCH
OW CHRIST
Steer Myers, salaistor
10.00 am
Sunday School
10:09 ant.
Worship Service
6:30 p.m.
Evening Service
Study:
Mid-Week Bible
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday

SALEM BAPTIST CHURCH
James R. Beim. pastor
Sunday School
10:00 am.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Training Union
6:30 p.m.
Evening Worship
7:16 p.m.
Prayer Service
7:00 p.m.

he bile Ourci
114 Ned le Ti.

.....
....

10:00
11:00
6:30
7'30
7:00

EIIIRSZT UNITED
METHODIST CHURCH

. MARTINS CHAPEL UNITSD
METHODIST I HURCH
Coy Garrott, Illesew
Worship Service
11:00 am
Church School ...10:00 a.m
_

OAR GROVE cvocazimanto
PRBSBYTERIAN CHUMS
Rev. Bin amid. wisest
Sunday School
. 11100 Si.
Morning Worsnin
7.00
Evening Worenin

__Sunday School
10 nen.
Morning Worship
11 am.
Evening Clamps
6 p.m
Evening Worship .... 6:30 p.m.
tvednesday:
. 6p.m.
Bible Class
7 p.m.
- Singing

IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
CHTR(H
15th & Main
9 II a.m.
Sunday School
10 3.) a.m.
Morning Worship

HAZLL Bite TIlla cHtilacH
D. R. Mechem. r, pastor

Sunday Scnooi
Worship
Training Ud..on
Ev ening V, urship
Wednesdas Set ,ce

MURRAY CHRISTIAN
CHURCH
VMW flaB - 9rd & Maple
9.30 sm
Ilthle School
10•41 am
Hotel:tip Service
se.
SPRING CREEK BAPTIST CHURCH
.eurolay School .........10:00
II:00
Morning Worship
7:00
Trainin
6:00
4.2,enIng Worship
7:30
Wed. Services

--, •
Storey's Fond Giant
Bel Air Simpping -Center

am
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m

Wed. - 7:30 p.m.
Bible Study'
, I5:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship

.
Carroll Tire Service

*

1105 Poutic

am.
a.m.
p.m. _
pin.
p.m.

UNITED PUN TACINCTAL
CHURCH
New Concord on Hwy. 444
Ells 0. Campbell, pester

7.00 pm.

Evening Service

9:46
11:00
6:30
7.30
7:30

am
am.
p.m.
Pm. WEST FORK BAPTIST CHURCH
p.m
Div. Heyward Rebertapaster
10:00 am.
Sunday School
11:00 am.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
......
Training Union ....
6:30 p.m.
Evening Worship
Prayer Service
7:30 p.m.
Wednesday

HAYMAN CHAPEL
A.M.E. CHURCH
.. 100 Zest Mulberry Street
9:46 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 am.
Worship Service
7:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
Wednesday
6:30 p.m.
Teacher Training
...
' 7:849 Pm,
Prayer Service
8:00 p.m.
A.C.E. League

FIRST ASSIMBLY OF GOD CHURCH
Doyle M. Webb, pester
South 11th sad Glendale Reed
10:00 am.
Sunday School
°rattly Service ......
1).:00 a.m.
Sunday night
-7:20 p.m.
7r30
Mat Week Service

Colonial House Smorgasbord

Your Unt-Royal Tire Dealer
., Ill.. E of S 12t.li - Phone 753-1480

Ihys.

fill

7332700

:\.;

1111,

._Cain & Treas Motor Sal
Sales
(i)1201D0 //oile 1
AIIIMMICIA
1110T00,0

Corvette..Lanes, Inc.
Bowling At Ii: test - Fine Food

Ambassador - Rebel - Hornet
Top Quality Used Cars
Five Points

1415
,Main Street
,

Phone 753-6448

Phone 763-2202

Shirley Florist

.,

- ..

Flowers for All Occipens

A Friend

Member F.T.D. .
502 N 4th St.

753-3251

IV

Trenhohn's Drive-In
H

Henny Penny Chicken - Pizza - Spaghetti
rrE)E. Delivery on Orders of 12 00 or More
12th & Chestnut
Phone 753-2997

Murray Wholesale
Grocery Co.

E.

G AND H MOBILE HOMES '

Boone's Incorporated
The Cleaner Thar. Interested In You

West Ky. Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.

Indoor Comfort Center.
Used.
New
&
of Freed Cotham Co.,
Division
RENTAL.
7...11,0
00 SAL F, SERVICE AND PARK
. -. _.
Inc.

C.;

--- -D.- GROc.A.
ic,...ei
753.2905

Can_ 0 6.40Ps-cmt _ -. HOME a. 4.716-5600
a
4

Heating Sheet Metal Air Conditioning
Phone 753-4832
fittrat Ghegtnut

jays

_None 753-s3:14
Gab tver; Insemley at 1 ...a.

Robed Young - - . 'Hermon K ...Ell is
1 4* . ;:ji441W-frOCNIY44:-:: 14s-W-s.le47‘

5.

A Friend

Phone

.-

Hay lielmrlie

753-1661 - SOS W. Main - Nit. 753-41004

maildfag Blocks a Seedy Mks Casarela

Beet

Main Street

Phone 7111-1640

.

Murray Warehouse Corp.
Soybean Division •

Palace Drive-In
F':Yr Pin

Realtors -

A Friend

Used Cars - Minor-Itepairs
Night 753-3548
Day 753-586-2

Phone 7_53-5012

Murrx. ytivestock Company

Neyt Roberts -

Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.

Cain & Taylor GulfService
--.•

- Sat:

Roberts Realty

Phone 753-799
..
_...... .
-

II

I: .0

F II.,, ma

E. W.

'
'
-'' Pholie-733 T220

Outland, supt

• ---'''''

-

Hendon's Service Station
Closed On Sunday
Phillips 91 Preducts
Phitgle 753-1921
WI Street

- "'gr

No.

-...selli

_
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slk-TV
fileannel 4
Chum! S
Channel s
FRIDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
sub,
in
yte
Gil finart
Nun
Ujy,
The
Tim COMPM, Show
.ss
../selliarrisl
Brady Bunch
The Onwit and Mrs.Mi
:SO Weil eit Fame:
Manic
:0 "A Storm In
"Segment Reiser' Here Come lhe Bride
:IS
Summer"
Here Come the Scuds
Wavle
ill Nashville Musk LIU: Decision to Hail Lore, American Style
311 Del liteeves
Lore. American Styli
lambing
Weir Sports
News Wits, Sport,
a Hems. Wm,
The Tonight Show Perry Mown
Morie:
:Re fls Tonight Show Perry Mason
Marie
V a The Tonight Show Perry Mason
Tne Dick Cavell Show
:40 The Urslotachables Perry Mason
The
Dick Cavell Shoe
•ge a The Untouchables Movie
The Dice Caveat Show
"grookout"
MOvit
Cif
1

a

9
10
1

SATURDAY MORNING PROGRAMS
Sem WI
Sunrise Semester
6 410 Farm Mont
Ad. ol Gulli.er
insane. tne Bea,
:
"
7 ltr.c.c..-. Vd'Vcr1,1e e',::`,"
its
8 lte
Tine the 1:;° :V:"::';
r m..., i:::V3:::

9

I

n

end
ig
1

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Hot Wheels
The marl., Boys
hues Plawt,s
George 04 :aneir
n,
GP, if Togetr
•rnsi ican Banls•oni.1

H R Pvtristuf
Penetoos Pittstbs
."Nma 591151 SCOSOL.Dob genve
.
2 Th
:so Adventure Hour The Arc's.., Ca.-''.
:30 The Flintsionici
Hour
The Monkeees
:0 Jambe
:Si Undergo
WeJsy Party

SATURDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS

1 .2
a•

.0 Ole,.,Ulstermen

American R.PICIs'lni
:3Il Sugarloot
' Hign School 04.1•2
Justly Quest
I
.I, Achml:e.
alg logerfoot
ert S.1.00. Roller Derby
,
:3111 Ray Mears Show Minor
•
boiler Derbs
a Set Besk etba l l
ag
Soortitp Life
Wells Fared
As :A LAU at Alabama Kitty Challenge
Pry BOOHNS Tour
2 :ea Basketball
Pro Bowler% Tour
CBS Golf Classic
..
a :A Basketball
CBS Golf Classlc
Pro-Bowters Tour
Turn On
:410 Jim Ed Brown
A
Wide World of Sports
"If :30 Cart Smith Show Turn On
Wide World of Sports
c :40 Wilburn Bros. Snow Al Amer Co Show Wide Verarld of Sports
P.Iier- Mt40 News
.) .- )11 Poslie Walooner
Fall City Fishing Show

SATURDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
MO Lester Flan Srmy News: Wthr.r...goorts All Star Wrestling
:311 Andy Williams Snow Jackie Gleason Show Let's Make A Deal
:V Andy Williams Sts.w.lmaVtiuglitason Show The Newlywed Geme
:30 Adalt
Adam-It
Lawrence Welk Show
:411 Mimic
O
Green Acres •
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7:15 Wain
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8:00 Gospel Comdr./
tb30 Movie "Pygmy

3-Note of scale
4-Fondles
5-Dropsy
6,Unstable
7-Confederatie
general
8-Paddles
9-15one
10-Negation
12-A continent
(abbr.)
14-Thick
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20-Finishes
23-Pianissimo
(abbr.)
24-Parent (colloq)
25-Entrance
27-Period of time
30-Foray
32-Jog
35-Cookied in oven
37-Fate
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Veto Hits Student Loans
WASHINGTON (UPI): Anticipating
increased federal funds from the vetoed
education appropriation bill, college

officials overcommitted themselves on
student loans with the remit that "tens
of thousands" of students may not be
able to return to school next month.
The new crisis in the student loan
picture was reported by government
and private sources.
THE TROUBLE centers on the government's direct loan program under
which federal funds go to universities
that make loans to deserving students.
The student .pays hack the loan after
finishing school at a 3 per cent interest
rate over a 10-year period.
Congress voted $229 million for the
program this fiscal year. The money
was in the big Labor and Health, Educe-
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Movie"The Barbarian & -The Geisha"

by Ernie Bushmiller
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Jacques Cousteau(c)

Lassie (c)
T Rome With Love c
Ed Sullivan c
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720 Rill Cosby (c1

FBI (c)
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Mission: impossible (C)
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lion and Welfare money biD yeti:tett-by
President Nixon. The veto was sustaingil by the House- Ncrw a new measure must be drafted.
"WE'RE terribly short of loan money for this new semester because many
of the universities overcommitted themselves on the basis of what they thought
they would get from the bill," said an'
Office of Education spokesman who
asked not to be Identified by name.
Edward Sanders, vice ptesidext of
the College Entrance Examination
Board, a private organization representing about 900 universities, said:
"We estimate there will be tens of
thousands of students who will not be
able to return to the classroom for the
second semester."
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THOUSANDS AFFECTED

Political jobs
get the axe

bond

--The current market is
extremely over-sensitive to
negative news about individual
ACROSS
Issues, Walston & Co. says.
Someday, maybe in months or 1-Rear of ship
4-Hebrew letter
years, the present values of 6
-inundation
many issues will IXf recognised 11-Ached
as the bargains they are, but 44-LRatin
meantime the market continues' conjunction
to search for a bottom, Walstoo 16-Studio
111.Compess point
adds,
19-Pronoun
21-Smoke and fog
--22-Twarl
Since the 1950's aggressive 24-Aviwit
settlement
defenreplaced
Investing has
26-Gray
sift or diversified investing, the 26-13ence step
Contrary Investor notes. The 29-Enthusiasm
1950's were years of industrial 31-Lai it stand
article
expansion and rising P-E ratios 33-French
34-Flt in air
rapid
offered
while the 1960's
36-Distance
measure
technological growth and the
36-Conjunction
cult of quick profits. The 40
-Crowd
revolution in =soy manage- disturbance
ment, at least up to 1969, 42-Perch
"caused a janrup in how to 45-Jump
47-Arrow
select stocks, since all the 49-Carry
successful managers were 50-Gal of love
going after thinLY-caDffalizod saS;Inatty.
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MANILA (UPI) - Victims of
the government's austerity
program, which is expected to
cut ,harply the 500,000-man
go% ernment payroll, include
Both
NEW YORK
so-,.alled "Republic Act 1530"
England
BIRMINGHAM,
professional traders and the
(UPI) - The British employes.
public have been dumping,Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) There is no "Republic Act
regardstocks, in many cases
hp a radio team for its "Any 153u.'
less of longer-term fundamental Questions?" program.
values, Spear and Staff says.
That ts the satiric name given
The other night there was one
Fear of a profit squeeze is one
to political patronage jobholders
where's the team?
market's
the
of the factors in
Answer - they got lost in a who show up at the office on
weakness, the arm says, and
on the way to an interview. the 15th and 30th of each
taxi
another Is "that old bugaboo of
start of the program was month - just to collect their
The
the still wide spread between
salaries.
delayed five minutes.
and stock yields."

41: ihn
:3
ieas.ct:t
iziroSeits

6
7

TIMES

companies or the instant
earnings approach," it says.
Though 1969 loosened up the
process a bit, competition
among money managers "still
Increases the - problems of
liquidity and volatility," and no
easy solution is in sight.
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Chatter
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Fixtures
Help Set
Decorating
Besides color schemeS
and fixture styles, many
homemakers today are using lighting fixtures to help
establish the mood of their
decorating scheme.
A growing number of
manufacturers are offering
fixture ensembles for attachment to wall and ceiling.
THUS, ONE can place a
chandelier and matching
wall sconces in the dining
room and variations of the
sa m e fixtures in other
rooms to co-ordinate the
scheme.
Similarly, inspired decoratcrs will use fixtures to
help affect a transitional
room or mix fixtures in a
large area that mixes furnishing styles.
The use of lighting fixtures as specially effective
decorating tools is rooted
in the power of light to
attract attention.
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Science Helps
Design Better
Light Fixture
Science has caught up to
home lighting design.

LIGHTING' ENGINEERS
have compiled evidence
that we need a grid deal
more light" that we have
been providing for difficult
and even moderately complicated seeing tasks. Take
a look at the typical new
school, office building or
even factory and you'll get
an idea ofthow much lighting levels have increased
today.
Lighting experts -explain
that while we may not
spend eight hours a day at
a task the way we do at
work or school, practically
every kind of seeing job
that occurs outside the
also takes place inside—and 'usually at Right.
This is the reason why
PADRES INK DRAFT PICK
lighting e xp e it a, utility
companies and home buildSAN DIEGO (IMO— The San ers gradually have been upPhyllis Sheets looks joyful as she takes
MARRIAGE VIA RADIOTELEPHONE—In
Ving
at
Diego
Padres signed their No. 1, grading lighting in' new
ntarriage vows with Staff Sgt. Paul 13. Hales, shown holding the radiotelephone
choice Tuesday in the seconda- homes.
Tau, South Vietnam. He is from Forest Park, Ga. A smiling technician adjusts the volume.
ry phase of the January free
THERE IS MORE to bigagent baseball draft—rightger fixtures than more
banded pitcher Dan Bielski.
light, note the experts, alCrawford to Donald Crawford and
Bielski, who was 15-5 at though that - ought to be
Land
Margaret Crawford; property on Eggspeosive coloring
Michigan State lasr year, will reason enough.
Highway 893.
Transfers
be assigned to the club's Triple- , "Bigger fixtures tend to
011ie Hodges to Lucille McCik.
LONDON (UPI) — The only A farm team at Salt Lake City. provide more comfortable
iston; cower of attorney.
difference between a brown and
Lakeway Shores, Inc., to Loui
011ie Hodges to Lucille Hod- se Webb of Nashville, Tam.; lo a white. egg is the color of the
shell but Britain's largest poultry
ges McCuiston; 15 acres in Ca. In Lakeway Shores.
firm has spent 25,000 pounds
'loamy County.
ElizabeThurston Furches and
Lucille Hargis to Russell Ha- th Furches to Murray Water Dis- 4644.004_ breeding a.
rgis; property on Highway 94 trict No. 3; property on High. which will lay the darkeevariety.
"For-me reason housewives
East.
way 94,
Insist the egg- be 'mown," said.
• & R Development Co., Inc., Mri.-M'a
iiii-Cook
Murray
—
to
to Lester G. Nanny and Myra Water District No. 3; property Roger Mills, director of Sykes
International. "We spent six
Nanny; lot in Canterburg Estates on Highway 893.
years perfecting a bird to meet
Subdivision.
the requirements although
C. D. Cook, Jr., and Shirley
Jean Cook to Juanita Martin and
The average person has more there's not a speck of difference
Elbert, Martin; two acres on Old than a pound of phosphate in between a white and a brown
Concord Road.
his blood, bones, brain, muscles agg."
B. H. Crawford and Celia Ann and teeth.

light than small ones," said
a spokesman for the lighting industry. "What we ordinarly call glare is not
caused by too much light.
It is caused by light out of
place."

Hospital Report

NEW BORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Kay Willoughby and Baby
Girl, Rte. 6, Murray; Baby Boy
Wells (Mother Barbara Wells),
Rte. 8, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Linda Harris,Shady Oaks
Tn. Crt., No. 98, Murray; Mrs.
Emmilee Green and Baby Boy,
803 No. 20th St., Murray; Mrs.
Patricia Snyder and Baby Girl,
Rte. 1, Hardin; Mrs. Bonnie Inman and Baby Girl, 915 College
Crt, Murray; Mrs. Glenda Garner, 429 So. 9th St., Murray;
Mrs. Oleter Leffler, Box 28,
Hazel; Joe Beale, Almo; Mrs.
Mildred Geurin, 502 So. 8th St.,
Murray ; Miss Linda, FinnPli,
1008 Sharp, Murray; Gregory
Stroll, Box 65, Murray; Frank
Pappnlardo, Rte. 5, Murray;
W. T. Turner, Rte. I, Almo;
Zlener Russell, Rte. 3, Benton;
Bernard Rowland, Rte. 1, Almo;
Mrs. Lillian Hutson, Rte. 1, Murray; Mrs. Lovie Richerson (Expired), Rte. I, Murray.

DEMONSTRATION FOR CONGRESS--M. M. Schwartz seems to
know how to get the undivided attention of members of
Congress in Washington as he demonstrates his "Friskem
Nightstick,- a magnetic detection device. A wave of the device and presto! Alice Schrader's knife, taped to her leg, is
detected. Schwartz says the "Friskem Nightstick" could
help in preventing skyjacking of airliners.

Salw reL.

INSURED

Light Adds Distiriction to Dining
Lighting playa an important role in your dining
area, whether it be a completely separate room air an
extension of your living
room. In either event, your
lighting can be flexible
enough to provide a normal
level of light, with either it
Vmer or high-low switch
those occasions when a
lower level is desired.
IN ADDITION, your
plans should include some
provision for accent lighting because it can enhance
the color texture of linens,
dramatize china and crystal, and highlight the luster
of polished silver.
Well-planned lighting in
your dining room will contribute to any occasion---a
family gathering, an informal after-the-party buffet,
or a dinner party—by
creating the feeling of ex-

citement that is associated
with a special event. Your
dining room can become
"something ,special" with
the imaginative use of
light.
WALL LIGHTING techniques :are designed to int
crease visual space and to
add glamor. The four basic
forms of wall lighting are
valance, bracket, cornice,
and cove. Cornice lighting
provides a dramatic background to your dining. Valance lighting creates a
bright, cheery atmosphere,
because it allows light to
flow up on the ceiling as
well as down on the walls
or draperies. A valance can
also slide down the wall to
become a valance bracket.
Ceiling mounted spotlights, used with a crystal
fixture, add a decorative
sparkling accent.

PROVIDE COMMENTARY

PALM DESERT, Calif. (UPI)
— Former golf champions
Claude Harmon and Dr. Cary
hildtifecoff will provide commentary on the final two
rounds of the 11th annual Bob
Hope Desert Classic Saturday
and Sunday at the LiQuinta
Country Club on NBC-TV.

2 Year Certificate
'10,000 Minimum

Harmon won the 1948 Masters
and Middlecoff won Me 1955
Masters and the U.S. Open
crown twice.
NOW YOU KNOW
by United Press International
Triskaidekaphobia, is the exaggerated fear of the number
13.

Man and Wife
May'Have
100,000 Insured

90 Years
of Safety
1 Year Certificate
$5,000 Minimum

Parent Association
Established 1879

MINIMUM $100,000
(Rate, Amount & Maturity May Be
Negotiable With Saver.)

5,1

'Extra Earning"

Passbook
No Minimum
WITHDRAWABLE June 30th

QUALITY TABLEWARE WITH PASSBOOKS AND CERTIFICATES!!

TM

Quasar

COLOR 11/

by MOTOROLA
WITH THE WORKS IN A DRAWER
▪

23" picture, measured diagonally; 295 sq. in.
OluStratitO fl somuloted demonStrif,on

Call Us For

FREE HOME DEMONSTRATION
Factory Authorized Service
Good Stock of Used TVs and Rotors
Serving Murray, Hazel and Puryear

WAYLAND PERRY - OWNER

Bruce Thomas
Manager

.4-Ai
41%
ltkri
MURRAY BRANCH
HOPKINSVILLE FEDERAL SAYINGS & LOAN ASSN.
304 E . MAIN

PHONE 492 1471

MURRAY, KY'.
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Howald Art Collection Goes on View
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67-Year-Old Builder
Getting College Education
HAYWARD, CAL. (UPI): At an age when most
people are content to live quietly in retirement,
Anthony Pecotich is busy achieving a lifelong
ambition- getting a college education.
The 67-year-old Pecotichli ambition goes hack to
a Yugoslavian village on the Adriatic seacoast
dune/ Wocld War I. Pecotick-tho grew up in the
town of Smokvica, was in the-fifth grade when the
war broke out.

10% OFF
the mouth
200
The
open from

, 4
. J1.11001."'

The conflict interrupted his education and be
was forced to work in the fields to grow food for
survivaL

'I •

Now, after a varied life which included living in
Mexico and helping build the Golden Gate Bridge,
Pecotich is a foreign languages major and will
receive his associate in arts degree next June from
Chabot College, where he is a dean's list honor
student.

SOLID 0
bles, 27"
inches lug
753-46ZI.
NEAR min Working downriver toward the Ohio River, ice is packed on the
River at the village of Parker, Pa.

After graduation, he plans to study Russian at
Hayward State College. "There is an old Yugoslavian saying which means 'My heart is full of
sunshine,'" he says. "That is how I feel because my
dream came true."

Allegheny

C. B. Irvin Services
Scheduled Today

Consolidated Reoort of Condition of
MAYFIELD, Ky.; Feb. 5Funeral services for C. B. Trya, 54, Mayfield Rt. 1, will be
his purchase, for example, of
By ANN SCOTT MORNINGSTAR
Written Especially for Central Press aaci This Newspaper
oe held at 1 p.m. Friday at Byrn
his first six Charles de Muth
COLUMBUS, Ohio- -The genius of a quiet man who more than watercolors, at a price of $75 HIJACKER SHUNS FOOD
BO TRADED
of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky 42071
Funeral Chapel with the Rev.
50 years ago collected paintings which today are unique art for all six!
Thomas Grubbs officiating.
and Domestic Subsidiaries
• S •
trettsures is revealed in the Howald Collection that has been on
PITTSBURGH (UPI).- PitchBEIRUT (UPI) - Christian
Burial will be in Antioch
at the close of business on December 31. 1969
view at the Columbus Gallery of Fine Arts here.
HOWALD was a collector first Beton, 26, who hijacked a
Bo
Belinaky, the one-time Cemetery.
Trans er
In the 1920s Swiss-born Ferdinand Bowald contributed to the and foremost. Even though the
playboy-pitcher who's now 33, Mr. Irvin died at 2:58 a.m.
ASSETS
construction of the Columbus Art Gallery because he wanted paintings he purchased would World Airlines jet Jan. 9 and
was traded Wednesday from Wednesday at Murray-Calloway Cash and due
from banks (including $498.507.40
"to see a real art museum" in his adopted home town. At the bring astronomical prices today, forced it to Beirut, is on a
strike. Belon
was the Pittsburgh Pirates' Colum- County Hos-fatal.
same time he willed to the gallery his own per- he bought them because he ad- hunger
unpostea debits) (Schedule D. item 7)
$ 2,112,006.43
Survivors Include his wife, U.S. Treasury securities
sonal collection of American and French mod- mired and liked their work. It released on $8 bail after his bus tarn team to Indianapolis
7,608,076.64
pitcher
for
Bennis
Ribant.
first
five
ern Paintings,
days
Mrs.
of
detention,
Treva
Irvin;
wa,s his habit to have a painting
two sons, Securities of other U.S. Government
Belinsky was 12-5 for Hawaii Joe Irvin and
Mahonri Sharp Young, director of the Co- sent home, and aftssf he had then rearrested on a charge of
Jimmy Irvin,
agencies and corporations
• none
lumbus Gallery of Fine Arts, calls the American lived with it for While. he carrying arms illegally. Court last .year and posted an 0-3 both of Mayfield Rt. 1; two
Obligations of States and political subdivisions
paintings, which include 28 Charles DeMuths, would buy it. He rarely returned source; said he *as refusing mark with the Pirates at the daughters, Mrs.
2,698.402.77
Patricia
McOther securities (including $(none)----28 John Marins, 15 Marsden Hartleys, and 12 a-Isainting he had miected.
Pretest of Jag end of the season. Ribant was Loughlin of Athens. N.Y., and
a
food
in
Maurice Prendergasts, "the finest in the land"
corporate stocks)
10-7 for Tulsa arid Indianapolis,
The Columbus Gallery of Fine
none
nditions.
Mrs. -Sandia Swataell of Graves'
stf-1hel.1115 0_1.9_30 period.
114
Arts spared no pains' to give
Trading account securities
none
County
;two
brothers,
• • •
Wade
IrvTITIRRIT lifuwaitt-tottectiarr
111.st.,; •tinu uy Germany
in juLci Jellarly_Irvirt, both of Federal funds sold and securities purchased
THERE are 200 paintings, including French and its donor all honor. The
BONN
(UPI)
-•
West
Graves Coenty; a sister, Ifra• - -under agreements to resell
none
moderns. highlighted by five ,Picaasos, five Ma- entire'gallery 'was done over in
Other loans (Schedule A, item 8)
,Germany ranks seventh .among Luchen Copeland of Graves
tisses and seven Derairus, in the "Rowaid C,o peepteestinfr-- ror-- the---Hownkt - 23,440.575 01
rnrBank Premises, furniture and fixtures. and -other
- moto-rized-Countyi-and a grandchild.-lection on view for the first time since the Show. ,
WANTS'MUSSOLINI MEDALS
economies.
donor's
194.
For
death
in
every
.
'assets representing bank premises
1,000
Open
daily
and
Sundays,
ad280,000.00
Noweld
residents in West Germany there The first nano to MUM young.- Real estate owned oth& than bank premises
How did Ferdinand Howald become a col- mission Is free. The Howald ColROME(UPI)-Romano Mus154,501.00
lector? In 1865, the year he was born the son of a blacksmith, lection has been seen to date by
are 200 passenger vehicles, star's teeth should be-mother's. Investments in subsidiaries
not consolidated
none
his family emigrated to Ohio, living first on a farm, and then many hundreds of art lovers. solini, son of the late dictator according to the Institute 'of She should start when the child
Customer's liability to this bank on 'acceptances
moving to Columbus. His sisters and brothers helped save so ' Group tours were arranged Benito Mussolini, sued Treasury German Industry. Is about two and has his twesty
outstanding
that young Ferdinand could go to Ohio State University. He through the gallery for organ- Minister Emilio Colombo Tuesnone
This compares with 411 per primary (first) teeth. Teach him
Other assets (item 6 of "Other Assets" schedule)
graduated in the university's
izations and school children. day, seeking the return of 1,000 in the United States, 298 how to brush effectively on
162,539.39
all
first graduating class, and went dependently wealthy within a Following the Columbus show, decorations medals and other
in Canada. 294 in Australia and tooth surfaces to cleanse the TOTAL ASSETS
$36.406,101.24
Into mining engineering in West a few years.
the Howald Collection now goes property Of his father. The New Zealand,
255 in Sweden, mouth of food particles that may
Virginia. Success in mining opHowald began the collection, On tour, first to New York in treasury has held the articles
LIABILITIES
erations and awewd investment which today enriches the aft May, and then to London next since Mussolini was slain by 223 in France and 206 in cause decay. He may need hap
In proper brushing for several Demand deposits of individuals, partnerships. and
in railroad stocks made him in- world, in 1914. His notes record autumn.
Italian partisans near the end Switzerland.
years, so be patient. -Healthy
corporations (Schedule E, item 3)
$ 9,406,193.50
of World War U.
Carbon black consumption
baby teeth help pave the way Time and savings deposits of individuals. partner- ,
SOVIET
NAVAL
VISHAP
BARTLESV
for
the
permanent
ILLE,
32
which
teeth
Okla.
DEFENSE PLEA REF'USED
BEACH BOY LOVE sPurs
ships. and corporations (Schedule F. item 5)
21.1148.735.77
It P11 - Total shipments of should last him a lifetime, Start Deposits of United States
Government (Schedule E.
carbon black in 1970 are his tooth brushing training with a
LOS ANGELES (UPI)- The
WASHINGTON (UPI) -A
item 4 and Schedule F, item 6)
195,530.45
expected to reach 3 billion small brush. Brush the way the
wife of Michael E. Love, a federal court judge has refused • NAPLES, Italy (UPD- U.S.
Deposits of States and political subdivisions
\lore
200,000
than
Texans
6th
Fleet
spokesmen
said
pounds
teeth
for
grow:
down
the
on
upper
the
first
time,
member of the Beach Boys to
allow nine defendants,
(Schedule E. item 5 and Schedule F, item 7)
1.567.585.31
badly damaged sass service in 9.torlil It),, ar 1. according to Phillips Petroleum teeth, up on thelower,and across
singing group, was awarded Including four Roman Catholic Tuesday a
Deposits
of foreign governments and official in4oyie1
submarine
has
been
seen
all the chewing surfaces,
Company.
$14,000 and no alimony Tuesday priests, to iefend themselves iW
stitutions (Schedule E. item 6 and Schedule F.
at the dissolution of their four- a trial on charges they In the western Mediterranean
Defils8)
none
frIcS::Sf4":"15.4
year marriage.
destroyed -equipment of the for the past three weeks. North
"
"
: "*411:2****1114114.141*"*""4"bm1rL1'L."A6WI,
of commercial banks (Schedule E. Items
Dow Chemical Co. in March, Atlantic Treaty Organization
Viewpoint.
;
01,0thers
:,
7 and 8 and Schedule F. items 9 and 10)
none
Love, 27, and his wife 1969, as a protest to Dow's ships and plities keeping track
of Soviet fleet movements said
Certified and officers' checks, etc. (Schedule E.
Susanne, 22, sued each other manufacture of napalm.
the sub' apparently collided with,
item 9)
for divorce last April. Superior
1E15,368.95
a Soviet ship.
TOTAL DEPOSITS
Court Judge William P. Hogo$33.183,411.91i
Judge John H. Pratt twice
si
boom dissolved the marriage on denied the request of the "D.C.
(a) Total demand deposits
Five Cities Times-Press-Record
tract becomes null and void Immediategrounds of irreconcilable differ- Nine" on the first day of the
Arroyo Grande, Calif.
(Schedule E. item 10)
310,848,724.62
ly if the teacher is found smoking.
We have just run across an item in the
ences.
(b) Total time and savings deposits
trial Tuesday to speak for Finer gold
7. Not to drink beer, wine or whisky.
:
2
Marshall, Minn., Messenger, which
themselves. He also admo(Schedule F. item 11)
HONG KONG
$2/134,687.36
This contract becomes null and void imThe
showed what school teachers agreed to
Federal funds purchased and securities sold under
mediately if the teacher is found drinkobtained temporary nished them several times for gold traded et' Hong ' Kong's
Love
when
signed
they
their
teaching
contracts
ing beer, wine or whisky.
agreements to repurchase
cuttOdy of the colgile's two speaking out of turn and at one exchange, which non has a 94.5
1101*
with the local boards in 1923. Quite a few
Other liabilities for borrowed money
children, Hayleight, 3, and point be said: "Either sit down per cent fineness, will be
8.
Not
to
get
in
a
carriage
or
automonone
oldtimers
will
remember
these points
or
the
marshal
will
put
you
changed
ee
to a 99 per eent
Mortgage indebtedness
Christian, 20 months.
vividly and know they were true, and of bile with any man, except her brother.lir_,
none
down."
fineness.
father.
Acceptances executed by or for account of this
course quite different from nowadays.
9. Not to dress in bright lors.
bank and'outstandingnone
The story didn't say what the salaries
10. Not to dye hair.
Other liabilities (item 7 el "Other Liabilities"
were, but it was less than $100 a month,
but here are the points a school roam
1/. Wear at least two petticoats.
schedule) •
434,904.32
agreed to:
• 12. Not to wear dresses more than two
TOTAL LIABILITIES
133.618,316.30
'1. Not to get married. (This contract inches above the ankles.
MINORITY INTEREST IN CONSOLIDATED
becomes null and void immediately if
13. Keep the schoolroom neat and
SUBSIDIARIES
the teacher marries.)
clean (a) Sweep the floor at least once
none
ii:
:
•
2. Not to keep company with men. daily. (b) Scrub the floor at least once
'RESERVES ON LOANS AND SECURITIES
3. Be home between' the hours of 8 weekly with hot water and 'soap. (c)
Reserve for bad debt losses on loans (set up purp. m:and 6 a. m. unless in attendance Clean the blackboards at least once daily.
suant to Internal Revenue Service rulings)
at a school function.
(d) Start the fire at 7 a. m.,so the room
$ 410,581.71
4. Not to loiter downtown In ice cream will be Warm by 8 a. m.
Other reserves on loans
none
stores.
Reserves on securities
After reading that list one wonders if
none
•
. 5, Not to leave town at anytime with- the present day school mann could surTOTAL RESERVES ON LOANS AND SECURITIES $ 410,581.71
out permission of the chairman of the vive without violating most of the items
.:
board.
.2
..
on the list. Will the 1970 contracts seem
CAPITAL ACCOUNTS
:a
a
U. Not to smoke cigarettes. This con- as ridiculous 40 )tears from now?
FRIDAY * SATURDAY '.* SUNDAY
Capital notes and debentures
Equity capital. total (items 36 to 40 below)
Preferred stock - total par value
$ 2.377.203-23
(No. shares outstanding none)
Common stock - total par value
T00,000.00
(No. shares authorized 70,000)
(No. shares outstanding 70.000)
- Surplus
1,300.000.00'
Undivided profits
377.20313
Reserve for contingencies and other
capital reservesr
none
TOTAL CAPITAL ACCOUNTS
2.377.203.23
TOTAL LIABILITIES. RESERVES, AND
Reg.'1.98
CAPITAL ACCOUNTS
$36.406.101.24
3 Pieces of Ch,cken Mashed Potatoes Gravy - Slaw 2 Rolls
MEMORANDA
,
Average of total deposits for the 15 calendar
days enciim, with call date
340.017.414.35
Average of total loans for the 15 calendar days
ending with call date
23,445,107.73
Unearned discount on installment loans included
in total capital accounrs
none
I, Joe Dick. President; of the above-named
bank do solemnly
(swear-affirm) that this ieport of condition
(including the information on the reverse ride hereof) is true
and correct, to the
best of my knowledge and belief.
15 Moths it Chicken - Pint of Cole Slaw or Gravy
(signed) Joe Dick
orrect Attest:
Reg 1445 $3.50
and 6 Rolls. '
I. Wells Purdom
I
Gingles Wallis
I Directors
Audrey Simmons
21 PIECES
-State of Kentucky, County of Calloway. sit
of CHICKEN Sworn to and subscribed before me this 24th
R
Sse-g3s
4
.$
day of January,
IN A SPIRIT OF TIGHT Hu
1970. and I hereby certify that I am not an
I' trk
ri CI.
cm,
officer or director of
this
bank.
rt
rr
I I N I
ii
N7. I, HI
V 11101
My commission expires October 11. 1972 •
f
ir
112111
Carol Sims. Notary Public
Phone753 4334
I Chittauf Streea ‘ mot.%
Two paintings in the Henreid Collection are Pablo Pkosse's (1906)
"Soy With Cottle" ((oft) and Morton Sehomberg's (1916) "Telephone."

BANK OF MURRAY

Teachers'Contract 011923

_

.

HERE IS A DANIEL BOONE

..

SPECIA

,. .
Reg. Box of Daniel Boone
CHICKEN

.,. .

980

FAMILY pAliloF DANIEL BOONE
CHICKEN

t

. PARTY PACK

AKC
Shepberd
old. Phone

•50

DANIEL BOONE CHICKEN & BEEF.

w,

"SAVE
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acy. No m
No matter
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and r-mn

condition.
435-5802
400
bale. 400
ver hay,
4713.
220 VOLT
just a few
Call 49
ESTAB
Good Inc
Selling d
Apply P
ville, In
TWO B
mattress
head
Phone
FAWN
Tom's
freezer, 1
national
9091.
JOHN D
drill and
See Osc
P. m. or

NICE P
chew pis
Phone 7
TWO-B
ments, c
built-in
carpet

Gene
ping Can
753-7860.
ROOM f
trance,
7408
13th S

TWO-BED
carpeting
Couples
TWO-BED
partment
furnished
753-5079.
TWO-BED
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rated Hal
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party:lent,
dryer co
per mon

NICE
bur or
fourth b
753-5865
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TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

ANT

Texas pioneer
rand'
her sportscar

FOUR-BEDROOM Peen stained may 413
Atrium house. Central heat and
air, carpeted, family room, two
baths, double garage,
For work, sports and leilarge court yard, city school
sure. In sizes AA-EEEE, district. Phone 753-7906. TIC
6 to 16. Call or drop in and
LUBBOCK, Tex. (UPI)-A
try on your size!
BY OWNER, three-bedroom frightening episode with squatOFFERED
SERVICES
NOTICE
ISCV1101
NOTICS
FOR SALM
brick home. Large family room, ters on a pioneer West TCXla
two utility rooms. Mail and bus ranch and riding a donkey to
10% OFF on all frames during'SAWS PTLED, eleetrie beet= BELTONE factory fresh how
routes, on blacktop road, 4 miles school are memories from the
its aid beteries for all make
the month of February. Over and all snail appliances rep
S. W. of Murray. For appoint- childhood of Lydia Mooar. A
11th
St.,
7111141001.
ed.
1112
It
So.
hearing
aid3.
Wallis
Drugs.
samples
to
choose
from
at
200
ment contact Jerry Norsworthy, sporty new automobile is very
Feb.-114
Tie
The Gallery, Mayfield Road,
753-3013 or 753-8507.
7-16-C much part of the present for the
open from 12-5 six days.
FOR YOUR home remodeling, it$70 CALENDAR Desk Stands
former
school
81-year-old
F-6-C additions and repairs. Free.A FRANCHISING IDEA THAT MAKES REAL SENSE!
THREE CHOICE FARMS for
and refills are now available at
m
r.
teac
ste
sale in the Murray area:
SOLID OAK merchandise ta- mates. Call 7534113 or MD the Ledger & Times Office SupYou can have all the advantages of national franchising
Open-Fri. till
m.
Mooar has made the
No 1. 351 ACRES between PurFeb.414 ply Acre.
IYNC
bles. 27" wide by 55" long; $4 7848.
Murray, Ky.
ruc
. . . such as help in site location, aid in management from
Southwest Collection at Texas
lake,
the
and
Tennessee
year,
inches high, Phone Littleton's, SEPTIC TANK TROUBLE. If
leaders in the field,'the advantages of national buying, an
University in LubboCk the
right on Highway 140. Good Tech
753-4623.
F4C you are experiencing difficulnationally recognized brands . . . AND A
repository for papers of the
inventory
of
NEW
open
INTEREST
ON
nearly
all
improvements,
1%
Mooar family, which began a
PROVEN FORMULA FOR SUCCESS!
REAL ESTATE POE SALM
AKC REGISTERED German ties with your septic tank cell
NOME LOANS
Land, good loan available.
today,
your
problems
may
be
Shepherd puppies, six weeks
CAN YOU QUALIFY?"
ACRES on a good ranching operation in West
Not everyone can qualify - But if you do, you 'can- earn
1,60
2.
No.
LARGE 3-BEDROOM brick home
old. Phene 436-5841.
F-8-C solved by simply pumping out
YOU MAY, READ THESE
blacktop highway, about 3 miles Texas in 1879. Her father, John
$800.00 or more per month. To qualify you must have a good
in Grove Heights, 5 miles east
your tank. Call Steely & ByREQUIREMENTS
northeast
of Tri-City. Belongs Wesley Nlooar, and his brother
to
able
work
6
to 12 hours per week.
car . . . you must be
of Mtnay. Falerior of white
0-PIECE early American liv- num, Southskle Shopping Cent- RESIDENCE:
Missouri and he Josiah hunted buffalo in Kansas
man
from
to
a
You must be prepared to invest $1690.00 to $3190.00 cash_
roman brick with a stone chimroom suite. $75.00. Phone er, Murray, Kentucky, 753-7850.
and the Texas panhandle in the
Must live in rural area, own
says sell.
inventory.
equipment
and
air,
for
ney.
Has
central
heat
and
47435. s'
F-10-NC
TFC
land in rural area, be ernployNo. 3. 220 ACRES near Burnett 18608 and 1870s before settling
hardwood
2
ceramic
baths,
THIS NEW CONCEPT OF CANDY VENDING
down to ranching in Scurry
ed in rural area or $200.00
"SAVE WITH SAFETY"
WILL DO ironing in the home.
floors and remain& fireplace Chapel Church on both sides of
in
loan
downpaymeat
for
County.
as
YOUR
ROAD
TO
BE
SUCCESS!
CAN
the
beat
Highway
97.
One
of
Uncle Jeff's Discount Pharm- Phone 753-7384.
74-C
in living room, kitchen beltMiss Mobar is thinking of havthe city.
acy. No matter what the Drug.
We secure all locations:, contract all accounts; install all
ing sliding glass doors."from farms and well located.
I
WILL
do
ironing
in
my
home.
CALL MAJORS REAL ESTATE, ing the old -Mooar family cattle
No matter who the Doctor. Ask
dining
area
to
the
appeals
concrete
this
to
you.
If
you
machines
for
then
please
ex14-4 APPLICANT 84 INCOME:
7-7-C brand painted on the door of the
our price. No obligation. Shop Phone 753-1439.
patio, large utility room com- Wingo, Ky., 376-2323.
change references with us . . . We are a nationally rated
Must; (1) Be a citizen 18
,
new sports car she recent*
and ComPan • • Open Sunlaws- GENERAL Contracting and
plete
with
washer
and
dryer,
years of age or
company with a profit-plan that works.
14C hauling of animals, grain, hay,
attic storage, carport. Call us
CARD OF THANKS
we:.
- old
Pure
Shheas:tdill remembers the fight
If you want to be your own boss then write to us today(
for an appointment to see one
4"a.aeleo rubbish from your boo"
We wish to express our thanks
-(2) Not own an al*
with squatters arotusd--9900 duraddress, and phone number.
of the area's finest homes.
name,
Please
enclose-your
'40 CHIVIDLET
11
yard, garage, etc. Call 7534990.
q e
and
appreciation
for
all
the ing .which she and her mother
condition. Will trade for hogs
LARGE 3-BEDROOM
brick lovely-fliiF-12•F
wers, food, kindness
(3) Have -good credhome in Westwood Subdivision. and especially
were caught at home by them435-5602 after 6 p. m. 74P
your presence
it and character
Has central beat and air, I and prayers
She said they (fidget
during the recent selves.
rating
400 BALES Sap hay, 70 cents a
ceramic baths, carpeting, kit- tragic loss of
know if, they were about to be
income
to
our
Have
husband,
(4)
faCloTennessee
bale. 400 bales
chen built-ins, panelled family ther and
brother, Tremon Far- burned out or killed.
ti
Pay living expenver hay, 75 cents bale. Call 753room, large utility room, car ris. Also to
"As 1 recall, the sqUatters
scheduled
Rev. Johnson Easand
se
F4C
4713.
Suit.103-Beinatwood Professional Bldg.
port and outside storage.
on the land about six
were
ley
and
Res.
payments
John
Penny for
loan
MISSOURI • 6.5804
their comforting Words and months before. the court could
220 VOLT electric heater. Used
2740 S. GLENSTONE • SPRINGFIELD.
and other indebt•
3-BEDROOM brick at 1620 Ca. visits. The J. IL Churchill Fu- nrove them," Mies Mooar said. •
just a few hours. Nice discount.
nest.
A Division of First Marketing Corp.
talina.. Has 1% ceramic baths. neral Home for their kindeacheAuring.
kinds ointhitlisc
f damage
did alliimea,
7•7-P
Call 492-8792.
ef- "They jhat
(5) Have income of
kitchen' builting, OS _Maga; Lama serviee. God Nees$8000 than
less
-ESTABLISHED PIZZA S h op.
heat & air, carpeting and drapes, e you is our prayer.
threatening my father's life and
00 per year. (LarGood location, nice business.
'Age utility room, carport.
Mrs. Tremon Farris chasing my brother."
may
income
ge
qwati
r
AUTOS POE SALE
REAL ESTATE POE SALE Owner will assist in financing
Selling due to other intrests.
Later the family 'moved toI
and nook
Apply P. 0. Box 31E- EvansBelnearby -tole/ado City,-Ter- S`ht,-*exceptionally 1965 GMC pick-up, first class THREE-BEDROOM house /on 3-BEDROOM BRICK at 1815
is
ville, Indiena.
F-11•C
remembers riding to school on a
condition. Call 753-7948 after corner 14th and Poplar. Has monte Drive. Has electric cenlarge.)
•
white donkey niuned Snowball.
F-T-P wall-to-wall carpet, garage, den, tral heat and air, carpeting, kit
p.
HazeT, Kenutdcy
--,TWO BUNK Maple beds with
If family owns an inadequate
chen built-ins, sliding- glut Solne of the world's greatest
Miss Mooar attended St.
mattress and wrings. Book-end
home a loan may be made to 1965 ECONOLINE Van, new mo- extra nice shady corner lot, doors to the patio, natural wood
human Mary's College in Dallas and
head boards. Good condition.
bring it up to acceptable stand- tor, only 9,000 miles. Good owner must sell before the lit finish on interior doors and specialists live in the
mouth. They're your teeth, and Ward Seminary
in Nashville,
74-C
Phone 753-4837.
or family may sell it.
tnensmisaion, new tires, good of March. Any reasonable bid trim, utility room and carport. they are so highly specialized Tenn.
February 7, 1970 ards
She started teaching
HOUSE RESTRICTIONS: .
will
be
considered.
Available immediately.
body, 4800.00. Phone 753-9509.
FAWN
Cigarette
Machine,
that each one has its own duties school at the small West Texas'
(1) Not exceed 1400
1:00 p.m.
F4-C INCOME PROPERTY: House lo- 3-BEDROOM FRAME home in in preparing food for digestion.
Tom's candy mar-hine, home
community of Roscoe.
sq. ft. finished
cated at 1622 Miller, now rent- Hazel. Has 3-room garage apartfreezer, 13% cubic feet, InterMiss. Mooar retiredin 1959.
living space un- 1968 VOLKSWAGEN Beetle, ing for $270. per month can ment that can be utilized as The incisors and canine teeth,
BURLEN HOLSAPPLE,
national upright. Phone 753at the front of the jaw, cut and She Raid during her years of
less more than low mileage, one owner. Call be bought for $15,250.
AUCTIONEER
a
source
of
revenue.
Several
9091.
F4-C
five in family. 753-7918.
747 306 N. 6th STREET a Duplex items of household furnishings tear food into small pieces. The teaching her most famous pupil
molars, at the rear, grind the was Joanne Woodward.
(2) Carpet may be
To Be Sold . . .
JOHN DEERE two-row corn
1982 CHEVROLET, Super Sport, Has 2 bedrooms, living room, are included in the low asking food. You can bet that such speclivinstalled
on
•
7-room
14-story
price.
drill and spray. Practically new.
kitchen, bath with tub and showialists deserve extra care ageing room and hall 327 V-8, automatic. $350.00.
To disguise an uneven or unbrick house
See Oscar McClain after COO
Phone 753-9413.
F-74 er on one side, 1 bedroom, liv- PRICE REDUCED on the 2- inst their prime enemy, tooth
only.
floors
gainly window, try adding a
p. m. or call 435-5341. F41-11
• a-room 1-story
kitchen, bath with tub bedroom frame home located
mom,
ing
(3) One b.th only for 1967 FORD pick-up, V•8 engine,
If you lose your perman- painted or stained shutter.
on other. Has gas at the intersection of Hwy. 121 decay.
frame house
family of less standard transmission, custom and shower
ent teeth, you can't grow a new
and
New
Providence
Road.
.
* * *
smaller
The
garage.
-car
• Gas Heaters
than five mem- cab, two tone, green and white. beat, 2
specialists. Brush your
now rented for $65.00 TRI-PLEX near downtown Muf- set of
FOR RENT
is
side
• 3 planes
bers.
brush or SCOTCH SIPPING SLIPS
One owner, new truck trade in,
$11,250.00 full price, ray. Each of the three units has teeth after eating, and
• Kitchen range
(4) Not more than $1495.00. Parker Ford. Inc., 'per month,
NICE PRIVATE rooms, with kit.
2-bedrooms, ceramic bath, attic rinse after a snack.
financed.
be
can
• Water heaters
three bedrooms corner of 7th and Main Street.
than privileges for college boys.
GLASGOW, Scotland (UPI)EXTRA NICE 2-bedroom brick storage, electric range, air conif family is not Phone 753-5273.
Phone 753-5065 or 7511-6106.
• Oil Stoves
7-7•C
ditioner and draperies. Quality
The Scotch Whisky Association
heat
central
Has
lot.
large
on
more than five in
17C
built to keep maintenance to Boatbuilding
• Wood benches
said Tuesday Scotch whisky
1966 FORD pick-up, six cylinder and air-conditioning, carpet, a minimum.
number.
exports dropped 11 per cent in
cabinets,
TWO-BEDROOM duplex apart
lots
of
bath,
beautiful
boom in Norway
(5) No central air- engine, standard transmission,
Inspection of items to be
ments, central heat and air,
Norwegian volume and 5 per cent in value
$15,000.
carport,
(UPI)
OSLO
locally
owned.
Very
low
mileconditioning
sysold may be done at any
157 ACRES known as the Ed boatbuilders now export last year compared with 1968. A
built-in range, ceramic We bath,
age. Mud and snow tires. White 3-BEDROOM brick on Catalina
stem.
time.
Rogers farm. Located on Van pleasure craft to buyers in 52 total of 52.4 million gallons
carpet throughout Call or see
drapes,
baths,
two
Drive.
Has
$1295.00.
interior,
with
red
(6) No den, T. V., or
Cleve Road, only 3 miles N. Z
were exported,
Gene Steely, Southold, Shoprumpus room but Parker Ford, Inc., corner of range, carport with outside stor- of Murray. This farm has been countries.
ping Center, Murray, Kentucky,
deed,
$19,
with
Possession
age.
may include ex- 7th and Main Street. Phone 753kept in a high production stat753-7850. TIC
7-7-C 500.
tra space for shop 5273.
NEW 3-BEDROOM brick that us for many years. Priced $31/5
if needed for
ROOM for two bon private en1967 CHEVROLET pick-up, long has everything. Large entrance acre.
earning living.
trance, refrigerator. Call 7141wide bed, V-8 engine, standard hall, extra large family room, 140' x 198' WOODED LQT, on
(7)
No
elaborate, lux7408 after 4 p. na, 107 North
transmission, radio, dark blue range, dishwasher, _disposal, 2 blacktop road, near away
urious, expensive,
'"•-•
1,Mh Street.TFC
finish, with light blue interior, baths, central heat and air, car- Corner Baptist Church. .
doors, windows,
$1495.00. Parker Ford, Inc., peted throughout, double car- 110' x 400' LOT, on blacktop
built in cabinets,
road, -near Locust Grove Bapb a r s, paneling, Corr of 7th and Main Street. port, lots of closets, patio, con- tist Church.
TWO-BEDROOM trailer with
Phone 753-5273.
Small
7-7•C
crete drive to street, possession NEW 3-BEDROOM brick homes
etc.
carpeting and washing machine.
•
Spender
(8) House may not 1986 FORD pick-up, V•8 engine with deed.
in Jackson Acres, Lynnwood
Couples only. Phone 753-7930.
cost more than standard transmission, long EXTRA LARGE shady lot, only Estates and Fairview Acres rip
F41•C
RROLL VOLKSWAGEN
could
University,
3
blocks
from
$1600000 (does wide bed, two tone, red and
proved for financing at 6 1/4%
not include cost and white. Snow and mud tires, make two smaller lots. Also 6 with low monthly payments taiTWO-BEDROOM unfurnished aMurray. Ky.
Chestnut
10
We
of lot and water 23,000 actual miles. One owner, nice lots on Sherrie Lane.
partment and one-bedroom unlored to the needs of qualified
most ever buyers.
furnished apartment. Phone
system).
$1395.00. Parker Ford, Inc., have lots of lots in
F4C
(9) House must be of Corner of 7th and
Murray. See us be- TO BUY-....see us! TO SELL
\
7534079.
„Net,
Main Street section of
•
•
•
fore you buy a lot. They range ... list with us!
conventional de- Phone 753-5273.
7-7-C in
TWO-BEDROOM trailer, $110.00
price from $2650.00 up.
sign
FULTON YOUNG REALTY, 4th
0
per month. Phone 489-35.11. Lo(10) Must not have do- 1957 CHEVROLET two-ton truck EXTRA NICE 3-bedroom house & Maple Street. Phone 753-7333.
HELP WANTED
cated Hale's Trailer Coot
house
This
on
uble carport or with grain bed and hoist, in
south 7th Street.
Home phones: Fulton Young
WANTED: Palace Drive In has
garage.
good condition. Phone 492-8651. is in excellent condition. Has 753-4946; Ishmael Stinson, 753openings for waitresses and kit- SITE REQUIREMENTS:
F4-C carpet, nice bath, large living 1534.
CLEAN four-room furnished aTEC
chen help, full time. Apply in
Where loan funds are inroom, kitchen, dining area,. utilpartment, gas heat, washer and
In, 16th
person.
Ialace
Drive
volved in site purchase not 1963 CHEVROLET two - ton iv; Carport. Possession with
dryer connections. Rent ;65.00
F4Cand Chestnut
more than one acre may be truck, V.8 engine, four speed deed.'
per month. Phone 489-3623.
purchased. State Health transmission, two-speed rear INTERESTED in a cheaper DuF4C
Dept. requires minimum of end. Mud and snow tires. A lea then you need to look at
WAN'TED-. Ladrerde'day time
10,000 square reit if septic good clean truck, $1095.00. Parkone on Pine Street. Hai
NICE FURNISHED, house for baby sitting. Phone10-4006 betank installed-otherwise er Ford, Inc., Corner of 7th large MIL-- With large liviçig
bur or five college boys. One- tween 3:30 and 5:00 p. m. F-7-11
there are no set require- and Main Street. Phone 753- room, kitchen and bedroom bn
fourth block from college. Call WANTED: man or
5273.
F-7•C each side, one large room upments as to size of lot.
woman to
753-5865 days or 753-51a after deliver daily and Sunday Cour- FOR MORE
INFORMATION 1958 DODGE tractor, V-8 en- stairs celled, one unfinished for"
five p. m.
ier-Journal in Murray area. CALL OR SEE GENE STEELY,
less than $10,000.
ebie, five speed transmission,
TWO APARTMENTS for rent, $75.00 per month plus liberal SOUl'HSIDE SHOPPING CENT- two speed rear end. Full air ON.1":ORTH 4th Street we have
close to college. Phone 753-8584. car allowance. Write to P. 0. ER, MURRAY, KENTUCKY with 5th wheel. Ideal to pull a house with lot extending thro753-7850.
F•9•C Box 32-11, Murray, Kentucky.
F-7-C a Lo-boy. $595.00. Parker Ford. ugh N. 5th Street. The 4th
F-12-C
Inc., Corner of 7th and Main Street home has 5-room house,
TWO-BEDROOM trailer on prithe 5th Street lot has old block
ILEcrRoLux SALES & Ser- Street. Phone 753-5273. 1-7-C building. Will sell together or
vate lot. So. 16th Ext. dall Donvice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C. lean DODGE /
ald Crawford, 753-5384. F4•C
1
2-ton pick-up separate.
SALE OR TRADE M. Sanders. Phone 382-3932 slant 8 Motor, white, short CALL 753-1651 or come by and
RENT,
pOR
clew
or
body
111AliNQ for
LyrulvWe,
Kentucky. Feb.-311-C wheel base. First class condi- see us at 505 Main St. We are
up shop, Air•compresiot, sat- 1960 11CiMLE HOME, W x et.
ural gas, excellent lighting and 2-bedroom.. Price reduced for SIGN UP now for guitar les- tion. Reasonable price. Baxter always glad to talk Real Eestate
location. Phone 753-3018. quick sale. Call 753-9772. 1-74 sons at Leach's Music. Cost, Bilbrey, phone 753-5617 or af. at ROBERTS REALTY.
5:00 v. m. 753-1257. F 7.0
740-C
$2.00 per week. Phone 753-7575 ter
1969 HONDA 350 Scrambler, for further information. F-0-C
NOTICE
NOTICE
peton
trailer
0-BEDROOM
300 actual miles. See or call
SyELECTRONICS Opportunity. U
ite lot. Located on West
Eric Harvey after five p. m. ELECTRON
ore St. PhOne 753•8331.
7-7•C you have an interest in elecphone 753-7825.,
1144
tronics, but find opportunities
are limited in your area, we
vo-BEDROOM house, availhave a position in a nearby
and
cabinet
le now. Ample
West Tennessee community. RaRefoset space. Electric heat.
dio and TV repair experiencePhone /53-3645
fleet required. At 405 South
213 Spruce Street
or equivabnt necessary. Paid
h Street. Phone 753-6240
vacation Old other company
F•7•P
benefits available. If you have
Open
owned or worked in TV repair
0-BEDROOM trailer for coushops and find you have reach3:30-9:30 .
fuesday Friday
only or one person. Apply
ed your maximum, but would.,,
1-4r 4:00 p. m. at Dill's Trailer
Saturday
--.
•
still like to stay in electronics;
rt. Located at Murray Drive-l
111dilii
Closed"
.4
Send resume to Bob Kimbro,
•
TFC
North
641
entrance.
Hwy
Theatre
'
Box 100, Nashville, Tennessee
OFFERING ALL
Opens Every
37202.
75'
5,-110-0
HAIRCUTS
Sunday
650
LOSE WEIGHT safely with DesSHAVES
PANTED TO INT
at 11:30 a.m.
115t
A-Diet, and remove excess fluid
SHAMPOO
4 41
Phone
is3
with
Fluidex.
Only
Wit
refrigerator
and
used
D
1.611 at Dale & Stubblefield., .
J3I F6 P7
yJ cOuth. Call 789-7770
vro
•••••04.
'
' i
14-C
4862
•
-4or
se. -3,-

*IOW TM

rt`

&

RED WING SHOES

LOW INVESTMENT BIG OPPORTUNITY

RED
WING

FAMILY SHOE

Meny

1

2,112,006.43
7,608,076.64

ramIllir DISTRIBUTING
8. CORPORATION

none
2,698,402.77
none
none

IJBLIC SALE

none
13.440.575.01

Hazel
Baptist Church

280,000.00
104,501.00
none

none
162.539.39
36,406,101.24

1 9,406,193.50
21,848,735.77
195,530.45
1,567,585.31

none
none
165,366 95

none
none
none

PREVENT
BIRTH DEFECTS!
MARCH OF DIMES

none
434.904.32
$33,618.316.30

.

none

URITIES

.8 410,581.71
_
none
none
S 8 410,581.71

MOTHERS MARCH

none
$ 2,377.203.23
700,000.00

_
_

lel& WestIdsays...

1,300,000.00
377203.23

"LET MEDO ME

none
._ $ 2.377.203.23

some"

- 836,406.101.24

._ $40,017.414.35

._ 23.445,107.73

._

none

nk do solemnly
Auding the incorrect, to the
Dick

i

rro

Directors

lay of January.
r or director of

Frublie.

-

tIORNBUCKLE'S BARBER SHOP

CAPTAIN'S
KITCHEN

suvicts ...

)
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Quotes From The News

Thirteen..,

By UNITED rains Drrisfurnottme
,(Continued From Pees 1)
his
Pigsl
four
(Continued tF m
(Continued From Pees 1)
(Continued From Pegs I)
suns and moons, galaxies and
WASHINGTON — Judge G. Harrold Carswell, denying he had
thatFromunder
of
constellations, this lone tiny to this program," he noted.
hostile to civil rights lawyers as charted by opponents
been
Commonwealth of Kentucky vs.
original
proposal.
Such an institution would be
bird was working toward stayto the Supreme Court:
appointments
his
Also
in
was
hike
a
William Jonah Gihsfin, Jr., Ardiscussed
ing alive and following in the staffed with trained, competent
"I emphatically deny such episodes on my part to those in civil
son KRS 433.010.
its kin. And some- people. It could have a library, the 2i/a perceot pack cigarette
of
footsteps
supported by stateCongr
asked
Nixon
WASHINGTON (UPI) —President
Commonwealth of Kentucky vs. thing, either within or without, shops, recreational programs tax' and creation of an urban rights litigation or any other, and this is fully
today to Increase the cost of mailing a letter from 6 to 7 cents
William Jonah Gibson, Jr.,Ar- was guiding him towards this arid facilities necessary to keep roads program. It would be sim- ments in the record by counsel in such cases."
son (2 counts) KRS 433.010 KRS destiny.
saying it would tring the postal service within a hairbreadth o
the prisoners busy—and they ilar to the rural roads program
of murdered miner
of the State Highway Depart- WASHINGTON —Joseph A. Yablonski, son
433.020.
• self-sufficiency and help him balance the budget.
must be kept busy.
himself
surroundings
terror
the
decribing
Yablonski,
Commonwealth of Kentucky vs. Last night was one of those
"They could do municipal ment and would be used to free "Jock"
budget proposals included a taxpayer outlay of
Nixon's•
his father who tried to unseat the leaderof
supporters
other
and
Glen
Larry
other
for
uses
local
and
revenue
Ross
Pat
county
city,
Joe
a
the
for
made
fellow
it
that
be
work,
cold nights
million for the biggest postal system in the world. But t
ship of the Mine Workers Union:
Smith, Storehouse Breaking ?CRS want to go home and relax, do or state," he went An, "and than street maintenance,
under my pillow.
accomplish that, he will have to wring from Congress a mail
Heading the group of officials "I go to sleep each night with a loaded pistol
just put on his there is lots of work to be
433.190.
and
nothing,
live under
father
my
supported
; rate increase that lawmakers may be reluctant to grant in an
who
people
of
I
thousands
know
was Glen Lovern, executive diCommonwealth of Kentucky vs. Lawrence Welk records. We like done."
telection year.
Joe Pat Ross and Larry Glen to put in something like this In some cases, the warden as- rector of the Kentucky Munici- the same terror."
:e Nixon said he was counting on enactment of rate increases
Smith, Storehouse Breaking KRS every now and then for the serted, arrangements might be pal League, He told the comCHICAGO — President Nixon, after listening to a group of
benefit of the "Three Dog worked out to enable prisoners mittee adoption of the revenue
generate $674 million to help him end fiscal 1971 with a $1.
433.190.
mayors discuss the lack of control over the model
ClearMidwestern
"Creodence
not
Night" and
help ease
The other indictments were
billion surplus.
spend their time in jail at sharing program would
to
crowd.
and cities program, pollution and crime:
released by the Circuit Court water Revival"
He said the increases in the cost of postage stamps as well
night so they could "go out the financial pinch local city
"These mayors laid it right on the line. They said things in
themfind
governments
county
office.
Clerk's
during the day to wort at their
other postal rates would raise Post Office revenues during th
country they would not have said in Washington ... we tend
the
Che- We
Washburn
in.
Jean
selves
Yesterday
road where some biologist regular jobs so they could take
year to $7.7 billion— nearly enough to cover the estimated
too much."
talk
to
Bralias
CherMayor
Robert
Davis
ster and Brenda
attempted to puncture a truth care of their wives and families Paducah
billion it will take to keep the mail moving.
enda Pace pleaded guilty in Cir- of long standing when he spoke while they are serving time in- ry said the public is "asking,
Abbie Hoffman, denying
The deficit would be roughly a fourth of what the taxpay
cuit Court and was sentenced to out on the Ground Hog issue. stead of lying around in some expects and demands more ser- CHICAGO— "Chicago Seven" defendant
had to make up this year and would point the Post Offi
vices," but "we have exhausted Judge Julius Hoffman's demands that he remain quiet:
one year in the state reformatory Everybody knows that if a stinkhole of a jail."
out our tongues. That's the
Department 'toward the goal Nixon has set—a self-pay
for women at Pee Wee Valley Ground Hog sees his shadow on
"This is a gross waste of all local means of taxation." "Julie, your gonna have to cut
talking."
stop
us
make
you'll
way
sentenconly
The
inan
enterprise.'Z
by Judge Lassiter.
structure that could be turned into a going private
February 2, we will have six manpower and money, taxpay- "We are not asking for
The President gave scant attention to the postal col poi ation:1 es were probated for three years more weeks of winter. This is ers' money," he said "and it crease in taxes. . we are just
proposal in his budget message,simply repeating his request fog on the condition that they make an incontrovertible and incon- Is the consensus in the woricessiting to share in what the state
Friday.
a restitution on the checks involved testable fact. What this biolok country and our state today gets," he said.
ompt approval of the plan to turn the department over to ait
Bishop C. Gresham Marmion
tat said was that the GrouRa that we have no choice but to Mayor Holmes Ellis of Murthe indictment.
in
corporation.
aovernmentsupervieed private
of Louisville will be the speaker
$tanley Chester entered a plea Hog was not looking for his do something about the aitua- ray said "I ask and I plead for
at a dinner meeting beginning
ur favorite consideration of
of guilty and was sentenced by shadow at all, that he was mere- tion"
at 6:30 p.m. Friday.
Is bill or something similar to
Judge Lassiter to one year in the ly out looking for a female Currently, there are 1,007 inA communion service will be
Kentucky State Penitentiary, tart Ground Hog. We thought it mates at the Eddyville peni- LP'
held at 7:30 a.m. Saturday at
the sentence was probated on con- crass and callow of him to re- tentiary, the warden told the
Committee chairman C. GibGILBERTSVILLE, Ky., Feb. St. Peter's Episcopal Church and
dition he make restitution on all duce this issue to such a funda- Rotarians, of whom approxi- son Downing, D-Lexington, said
checks involved, according to the mental basis.
mately 500 are serving senten- the hearing was just that and the 5—The Diocese of Kentucky of a business session will follow
ADULTS 97
office of the Circuit Court Clerk.
committee would consider the the Protestant Episcopal Church at 9 a.m. at Ken-Bar.
ces of five years or less.
NURSERY 4
In action on Thursday the case One ad in a newspaper can Of the others, 100 are "ser- bill next week. To reach the
will begin its 142nd annual conFEBRUARY 4, 1970
of James Tyler, indicted for increase sale of the whole pro- iously mentally disturbed and floor of the Senate for possible
Prairie chickens nest in late
Grand Larceny, was continued duct category by 15 per cent. in need of professional help or passasie, the bill must first be vention at Ken-Bar Inn at 2 p.m. April and Max'
DISMISSALS
sales of the advertised brand assistance '"- 350 are serving life reported out of committee.
?Mtn May.
NEW YORK (UPI)—Stocks
Larry Glen Smith and Joe Pat by 14 per 6ent, the brand's sentences, all of whom with exMrs. Lola James, 803 Doran Ross. indicted on twp counts of share of the market by 10 per ception of 90 are eligible tori
opened narrowly higher in
Rd., Murray; Enos Winchester, storenouse breaking. are sone- cent, and the climate for fut- parole, and there are 14 on
EIRANO
moderate trading today.
•-purehases-• by-4--perRtw-3,. Murray; Mrs;*WIHen- cingereVpiaiS Mart
Taw,--ha-.salt -1
i'ët cOntffined"
—
•"net
More effective correctional
weigh heavily on the market drickson, Rte, 7, Murray; J. B. on Monday, February 9. Ross
facilities dee needed for both
there appeared little Starks, Rte. 1, Alma; Luther Is now in thq,Trigg County jail Eight out of ten Ame
and
read a newspaper daily.
.groups, be stated.
chance for any kind of a Switt, Natioguil Hotels
at Cadiz- and will be brought
"We need another Institution
sustained rally until the Feder- Tommy Workman, 603 Ellis, Mu- to Murray for the hearing on
in the state where we can put
al Reserve Board makes it rray; Mrs...Wilma Stephenson, Monday. James Blalock. Circuit
these 500 who are serving five
clear that it has eased ,its 919 N. 18th , Murray; J. T. Court Clerk. said.
years or less," he said.
restrictive monetary policies. Phillips, Rte. 6, Murray-, Mrs.
A additional hearing in the
'We need the type of trainWith so many quality issues Thelma McDougal, 505 Beale, indictments against William Joning and recreational programs
depressed, analysts suggested Murray; Dick Bideweil, 306 Sou- ah Gibson, Jr., on three countsof
for them which can equip them
the possibility of a technical th 6th, Murray; David Norswort- arson will be held on Wednesday,
rally soon, but few thought any by, Rte. 8, Murray; Mrs. Eunice February 11.
for a job and a chance to adhope existed jor a sustained Grubts, Rte. 5, Murray; Mrs.
just in their communities when
The petit jury is to report back
market Ntumie Lovins, 1415 Poplar St., to Circuit Court on Wednesday,
until the
advance
they are released, but we do
Murray; John Riley (Expired), February 11, to hear the case
received some good news.
not have the professional peaShortly after the opening the 12 N. 13th St., Murray; Norman of Shane vs. Neese which conpie or the facilities necessary;
UPI marketwide indicator was ay (Expired), Box 102, Haze/. cerns an automobile "accident.
for such a program today. This
is a great need.
up 0.09 per cent. The Dow Jones
Other cases scheduled to be
average gained a traction.
"As for the 350 lifers and
heard in this term of court are
U. S. Steel gained 1,4 to 337's Inflation's everywhere
scene of the mental cases," he
as follows:
said, "these could be kept In
LONDON (UPI) • A
among the steels. Bethlehem
February 12, Mike Lassiter
the main institution at Eddywas op l a to 2678 while Armco spokesman for British Rail said vs. James Bryan, car accident.
was unchanged at 24%.
ville.
the cost for using rettrooms at
February 16, W. D. Shoemak"Perhaps half of the people
In the oils, Texaco was the Euston and Victoria Stations er vs. Ned Smith, contract sale
we now have should remain at
steady at 251/1. Atlantic Rich- would be increased from of cattle. Trial in last term
Eddyville, but we need more
field rose 14 to 70. Jersey sixpence (six cents) to one of court resulted in a hung jury.
for them to do, more work to
Standuck trading es-dividend, hilling (12 cents) to include a. Fstruary 18, Rue Overby vs.
keep them busy I doubt if we
was op 'A to 56'e. Natomas lost clean towel in the service.
George Overbey, home accident.
have as many as 100 who could
And if you don't want a clean
% to 45.
February 19, Claude Miller vs.
not do something if we had
Boeing was steady at 21. towel'? "Too bad," said the Jan Orr, automobile accident.
more for them to do in the way
United Aircraft eased 'a to spokesman. "It will still cost one
February 23, Barbara Hooks,'
of industry."
31%.
hilling."
vs. 0. 0. Flora, dog biting acciGeneral
A graduate of Murray State
motors,
In the
dent.
University, Wingo has been in
Motors gave tip % to 66,
February 24, Aubrey Hatcher
penal work "since '1042 when he
Chrysler gained % to 25% and
vs. Commonwealth of Kentucky,
became' an -employee of the
Motors was unAmerican
away
right
condemnation
highway
Ashland Federal Prison Service
changed at
suit on South 12th Street.
The Alumni News of Lambuth at Ashland.
1
to
1
up
picked
Honeywell
In the trial completed Thurs- College in The Lambuth Report
In 1965, following an impresday in Circuit Court, the jury carried a short story about Rev. sive record in federal correcfound in favor of the Home In- and Mrs. Cecil Kirk who have tional institutions across the
deminity and Murray Insurance been commissioned as mission- country, he was named Director
Agency. Bill Crouse, doing bus- aries to Malaysia. He graduated of Institutions-in the Kentucky
iness as Crouse Motor Sales, from Lambuth in 1959 and she State Correctional Department.
had filed stilt for damages in the in 1962. She is the former Mil- Since then, he has served as
amount of $9,700.00, according dred Ballinger. Here they are a correctional specialist, a
to the office of James Blalock
teacher, education director and
Circuit Court Clerk.
associate warden at Eddyville
before being named warden.
Other guests at the meeting
included H. R. Patterson, training officer at the Eddyville pri(Continued From Prop 1) son; Dr. W. G. Read, newlyOff-track fist] story
lot appointial vice-president for acLINCOLN. Neb. tl'PII The to match federal funds
ademic affairs and dean of the
first stocking of fish in Nebraska crime control.
The budget substitute replac- faculties at Murray State, and
was an accident, according to
H. Kopperud, Murray.
the state Game . and Parks es HE 18, which had been in Dr. A.
Commission.
troduced early in the session
In 1873, a train carrying by Rep. Harold DeMarcus, R
300,000 live fish from New Stanford.
With a Democratic majority
Hampshire to California plunged
off a bridge over the Elkhorn over Republicans of 72-28 in
Max Satterwhite, Bill Adams,
CRC alo,1 River near F'remonL Neb. The the House, the substitute budg and William Ross, all of Murray,
TECHNICOLOR".
fish released into the stream et was assured passage.
were fined $25.00 and costs each
Gov. Nunn admitted as much on charges of illegal possession
_
r.nr.r.cionc.c.,ccoc.coct-c..c
included striped bass, brook
trout, channel catfish, yellow this_ week when he remarked of alcoholic beverages in Mayperch, walleye 'and largemouth candidly that the Democratic field City Court, according to
budget, "in all, probability wo- the court report published in the
bass, says the commission.
uld be passed."
Mayfield Messenger.
Also posted for passage today is House Bill 4, which reHigh and low
moves the five cents on the
OSLO (UPI) Tu nnel (irk e rs
dollar sales tax from prescripare the highest paid men among tion medicines and
free Puppies
Norwegian skilled laborers, with devices and physical"prosthetic
aids."
earnings of S2.85 an hour, while
A financing measure to re- Part German Shepherd puppiworkers in the canning industry eover at least a portion of the es, two months old, are free to
ANNA MASSEY
are the lowest paid, at $1.25 an $7.5 million reduction is pro- someone for pets. Call 436-5534,,
SONJA ZIE MANN
hour.
vided in HB 333, introduced last
Among .skilled female week by Rep. W. Terry McBrayare
paid
highest
workers,
JOB HUSTON
er, D-Greenup, House majority
employes of the radio industr . leader, which raises the conNOW YOU KNOW
at $1.15 an )our Lowest paid sumption ,. tax on distilled spirBy United Press ineernational
are female canning workers with its.
The tax would be increased
The sphygmomanometer, us• little less than a dollar an lu;tir.
from the present i1-28 per gal- ed for measuring blood pratlon, to $192 per gallon, effec- sure, was developed in 1896 by
Rare happening
BIRKENHEAD, England tive Dec. 31, 1970. Originially Scipione Rive Ron.
'
UPI) - Mrs. Pat Eccles couldn't the hike was expected to -inher shiny new rk e pence 112 crease general fund revenue
put
IN
GREAT
SlIPLI
IS
RIFIIGRUE
"VANDZI
unions may loan to members
piece into her gas meter. over the biennium by $6.2 mil. It
cents)
115111141i.
Lire
111E LOtES OF ISADOR
lion, but an amendment moviny, to $2,500. rather than $750, and
-and she meld he 1,000 pounds
such agen.1 he new the effective date back thret. rurther regulating
(g2.1001 ri( her for
months will reduce this figure ciesthe
on
milled
not
coin was
Alao poses for possible rias,, The House also adopted a
edges. making ii rn perfect. and a au de today
honoring former state
y ptw
m
coon e\ pert said it was '.orie (if
B.ank)flg Commissioner Earle
asvairi
th
,
I
us
o
motor
ye
the rarest things I ha% e heard hick transfers such as those 'Combs, of Richmond, named to of"
betwesn members of a family the Rasetiall Hall , of Fame at
by wills, or the mlelter of firms ,c“operstown. N. Y., last Sunfrom the state-,usage tax.
day.
cocc Nees Ltd
Combs spent 12 seasons with
In action Thursday, the House
e•oitorts nsocesicec,.cco,
e..4?
eircenicoione „cp
passed by a voti of 85-0 HE ea : the old New York Yankees in
Lan act raising the amount cred thajirst decades of the century
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